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Comedians Biggest Losers in "You Laugh, You Lose"

Basketball Preview
Pages 18, 19.
Baptist Student Union
Camp-A'Thon
Page 11.
Economics
Pages 12,13.
Various Sports
Pages 14-20.

ASC Hosts Mocktail Party for
Alcohol Awareness Week
In true Armstrong tradition,
Mocktail '93 was a few hours of vacation
from the hectic schedules for many stu
dents. With cold drinks (non-alcoholic)
and even colder comedy (non-humor
ous), October 26th was however an after
noon for all to relax and have somebody
» other than their professors tell them what
^ they're doing wrong. The SGA provided
x a nice variety of soft drinks and juices for
J all to enjoy, which was surely appreciated
by all. There were pink tablecloths on
every table, and we waited patiently for
the Escargot and the Pork with Garlic
Comfit. They never got there, but the
thought of an interesting new lunch spe
cial invaded my m ind once or twice. In
reality, everyone seemed very pleased to
sit and enjoy the serenity after those gru
eling morning classes.

Health Care Issues
Pages 22, 23.
Aurelia on the US
Customs House
Page 21.
Humor
Page 10.
Get A Grip
Page 28.
Happy Holidays!

H. Marlin Baker

Shawn Buchanan
Beverly English

Brandon Isaacson

November 10, 1993

"Di»' the girts and make them cry."
Comedian Hank McGauley tells ASC

i+*« Hut in thins to do.

Clar k Kuntz
Jennifer M.athis
Kelly Nelson

See "Mocktail," page 1 1.

Susan Parker
Charlton Riegner
Stephanie Stapleton

"You Laugh, You Lose" was the name
of the game, but from the laughs in the
audience, or, rather, the lack of laughs, it
appears the comedians were the real losers.
Approximately 50 ASC students con
gregated in the cafeteria of Memorial Col
lege Center to watch Alan Zuckerman, T.J.
McCormack, and Gregory Linen do their
very best to make the audience, and the
contestants, laugh.
The show, which started 20 minutes
late, wasa struggle for comedy. Zuckerman,
from New Jersey, proved himself a loser
with no laughs. He made fun of the audi
ence, but still, no laughs.
When he finally began speaking
through a harmonica, Zuckerman finally
drew a laugh from the crowd, but tension
still hung in the air.
Next, Gregory Linen took the stage,
and began by pic king on a baseball player
who identified hi mselfas Leroy. Although
most of L inen's act was a tirade of insults
towardswomenandhillbillies, coupled with
fat jokes and South bashing, his attitude
prevailed, and the audience laughed.
The night wasoff to a slow start, and it
could only get better, right? Don't count on
it.
Our next comedian also joined us from
New York, and, not unlike his two prede
cessors, he wasanything but funny. He did,
however, make Zuckerman and Linen look
hysterical.
He took the stage announcing, "People,
this is not a [sic] damn funeral. " The first
attempts at comedy were shabby stabs at
the South, as the comedians persisted in
torturing the audience with redneck jokes
and negative viewpoints about this part of
the country. These New Yorkers couldn't
understand why anyone would rather live
in a shabby, little spot of a town like
Savannah instead of in the nasty, smelly,
bum infested, drug running, hooker lined
See Comedians...page 7.

Kenneth Strickland
Christina Van Dyke
Charlotte Wood
Russell Zittrauer
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Rule #3: Stay calm. Most people
If you're an evening student at Arm ing suggestions, evening students have not them be freed up for students?"
strong (regularly attending classes after been shy. Here are just a few of their
* "How about telephone registration? campus are ready to listen and even wel
3:00 p.m.) and would like an opportunity questions and recommendations:
Not all students need advisement every come your suggestions. Don't fuss at the
to voice your opinions and offer sugges
* "The campus is incredibly dark at quarter, and registering for courses byphone folks who can fix things for you.
tions regarding course offerings, class night, particularly around the Fine Arts could save everybody a lot of trouble."
Rule #4: Don't give up. Some people
schedules, and student support services, Building and the bus shelter. If more lights
But don't get the wrong impression: just need a little reminding. College ha^
please sign up to join us in a focus group can't be provided, could Security arrange to focus group meetings are not gripe sessions. changed a lot in recent years, and reentry
session. The third session of the fall term escort students—particularly those who Directed by Ms. Cynthia McCormick of students are the new majority. Keep rewill be held from 5:00 to 5:55 p.m. on leave the buildings late and on their own?" the Department of Social and Behavioral mindingus. Whether or not you can male
Thursday, November 18, in Gamble
* "Why does the foreign language lab Sciences, the focus group sessions are disci it to a focus group session, feel free to visit
Hall.
close at 4:00? Why does Financial Aid plined open forums—with an emphasis on the Office of Nontraditional Learning in
In earlier focus group sessions this close at 5:00? Couldn't offices like these listening as well as on talking, on exchang Gamble 104 any time from noon to nine
quarter, evening students have delivered arrange to be open at least one evening a ing ideas and coming up with constructive Monday through Thursday, or on Satur
recommendations on subjects ranging week?"
criticism and positive recommendations. day and Sunday afternoons.
from the quality of the snack food in the
* More course offerings—in particular, And the Office of Nontraditional Learning
If you are interested in participating ir
vending machines ("Provide something in the sciences, the health professions, and does more than just provide free pizza and the next focus group session (5:00- 5:55,
leal thy") to the paucity of course offer art and music.
soda pop for these get-togethers. You can on Thursday, November 18, in Gamble
ings for students in Health Professions
*
More degree programs in the find out what changes are in the works and Hall), please call Ms. Cynthia McCormick
"More chemistry!"). The good news is evening—especially in Health Professions.
just who to contact regarding a particular during the day at 921-5529—or leave a
that students are generally well pleased
* More course offerings in the late concern.
note for her in the Psychology Office (Vic
with the quality of instruction available afternoon (AF5) and later in the evening
You might also pick up some tips on how tor Hall, second floor). Or stop by D r.
at night. "Faculty are responsive and (N4) so thatstudents (especially those who
to change the world—or at least a small Nordquist's office, Gamble 104, an y
receptive to the needs of evening stu have to drive long distances) can take a pair
corner of your own world. Here are just a evening before 9:00—or leave a m essage
dents," one commented at the first ses of classes back-to-back two nights a week.
few:
at 921-5626. Please be sure to let usknow
sion in early October. "Instructors in the
* "Why not open a snack bar in the
Rule #1: Speak up. Address your sugges where, when, and how we may getback in
evening treat you more like an adult." evening? As it is, the cafeteria closes at
tions to the people who can make changes. touch with you. Let's get focused!
Even part-time faculty, it was observed, seven and the machines are full of nothing
Rule #2: Get organized. Ifyouknowof
"give you their daytime numbers and but junk food."
others
who share your concern, get to
willingly set upappointmentstosee you."
* "Since so many of the faculty parking gether to draft a letter or visit a department
Nonetheless, when it comes to offer spaces are empty at night, could some of
-Dr. Nordquist
head.

EVENING STUDENTS . . .

Golf Scramble
Winners

Please Speak Up!

(Held at Bacon Park on October 27th)

1st Place
Rusty Zittrauer
Slate Williams
Rusty Branch

c

If you're an evening student at Armstrong
(regularly attending classes after 3:00 p.m.)
and would like an opportunity to voice
your opinions and offer suggestions
regarding course offerings, class schedules,
and student support services, please sign up to
«,n a focus SronP session. The next session will be held
5 / 5 5 / 7 m - o n Thursday, November 18, in Gamble Hall. (An evening
snack will be provided.)
Get in touch . . .

John Manchester

2nd Place
Bryan Johnson
Clay Chappell
Barry Russell

dav at 92/ " y 5 ^ 9 T

part,c*Patin8>

p l e a s e c a l l M s . C y n t h i a M c C o r m i c k d u r i n g th e
Psychology Office (Victor Hall, sec

' n°,e fOT her in the
or

mZa™ on M«°^UiSt'S
wherT aod how
" how we may H

GamWe 104'

»» "ening before 9:00 p.m,-or let*
PIeas«= be sore to let us know
921
"
wb«
hack in touch with you. Thaok you.
5626

Night Moves!
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unauthorized cars that parked inour slots
to be ticketed. Being new, I responded

By:

the very next evening because a car was
parked in my space. No,Idid not notice
the faculty decal on the rear bumper. Not
thatIreally feel thatIwould have consid
ered it a deterring factor. On this
particular Thursday, I had stayed up all
night the previous night to meet the
newspaper deadline, been at school all
day working on either the Inkwell or
Geechee business, left at 4:00 pmto pick
My column almost wasn't this week. But, up my daughter, gone home long enough
true to form, someone asked me what my to change clothes to attend my son's
topic would be for this issue, andIfelt the football game, returned to school to meet
need to push one last ounce of energy with Dr. Nordquist, and to go to play
from my tired, lifeless body. One of many rehearsal that same evening until 11:00
things that has happened to me during pm. I was in no mood.
the past two weeks was I was appointed The next day,Ireceived a letter from the
Geechee E ditor for 1994, and I, also, faculty member in which the ticketed
received a slightly disturbing letter from automobile belonged. Said professor
afaculty member. WhenIwas appointed, stated that she had driven around the
1 went to collect my mail from the Stu campus twice and to her "astonishment,
dent A ctivities office. In an envelope there were no faculty spots available. "
was a memo from A1 Harris, my advisor (Oh my, students how many time can we
andDirectorofStudent Activities, which drive around in forty-five minutes?) She
addressed parking problems within our was h ere to help with advisement as a
allotted parking areas. (Stipend jobs are courtesy to her department which Iap
nice. Yet, allocated parking is the true plaud. Anyone that volunteers time at
gold on campus.) A1 asked us to notify ASC should be commended. She also
Mychelle or himself or ASAP to have stated that "it would have been far kinder

Annette
Logue

Saturday> November 20th

' Y Nib

of you [the Editor], since you called to
have my car ticketed, to find out who it
belonged to and ask why it was there.
But, faculty members never question why
students park intheir spots or what emer
gency a student may have encountered.
Just because she waslate for her commit
ment of advisement seems a little bit
weak to me. Many students find them
selves late for classand locked out of their
classroom due to parking problems. At
any rate, my name is not GOD. So, I
doubt that I would have been privy to
that information concerning the regis
tration of said vehicle.
The letter actually amused me untilIgot
to the section that stated that we all did
not have the privilege of having a space
with our title on it. No, not everyone
does. However, the faculty to parking
space ratio is a whole lot better than
studen t to parkingratio. And if she wan
ts
my space, then she can do my job. Stu
dent Leaders commit more time to ASC
than most other students here at the
school, often more than some professors.
Yes, a parking place with our titles on
them is nice, especially when someone
else do esn't park in it. However, dead
lines and headaches make us wonder
sometimes if anything is worth it. Of

course, not all of our experiences arebad.
Many of the people 1have met and come
to know will hopefully remain life long
friends. But, like everything else, there
are days when we areready to chuck it all
for solitude.
So, Iintend to find out if she has to pay
her ticket or not because she stated that
she would dispute it on principal. If she
does not pay her eight dollars, I will
picket—on principal. Rules and regula
tions are necessary on this campus to
ensure fair practice and law and order.
That concept is why 1feel there are rules
governing parking. MaybeI am wrong,
butIcertainly hope not. 1don't feel that
I am being unreasonable whenIask this
professor to consider the fact that she
inconvenienced me when she parked in
my spot. She said herself that her depart
ment told her to park anywhere but in
"student locations." Well, dear profes
sor, the Geechee editor is a student.
Therefore, techn ically making that astu
dent parking area. As well as the fact, I
work very hard for this school and would
like to be treated with a little more re
spect. Imatter on this campus becauseI
am a student. Not to mention, 1am one
that is involved and hasearned aparking
place.

"A must-see for all ages.
Wonderfully entertaining
and exceptionally
funny."

— Sam Ruben, KTLA-TV,
LOS ANGELES

"Two Thumbs Up! This is
an amazing piece of
entertainment!"
j

— SISKEL AND EBERT

"A hip joy ride that's as
buoyantly funny as
'BEAUTY AND THE BEAST'
was romantic."
Susan Wloszczyna, USA TODAY

Christmas is coming•••. Do Your
Christmas Shopping and let the SQA
take care of your kids!
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Free Parking For Police: Professional Courtesy
or Denial of Equal Protection Under The Law?
Dear Editor,
I mus t say that I believe in special
concessions for authority figures,
especially for the police, for they pro
vide a multitude of beneficial contribu
tions for the community. However, I
must voice m y dismay over a scene of
double standards that is surely unwar
ranted.
On the first day o f classes for this
quarter, I pulled into the "new"parking
lot across from Jenkins Hall on Arts

Drive. There were no spaces, except for
one that would require a parallel parking in a row of cars ne xt to the grass.
Low and behold, I returned from class
to find all the cars in the line with a
ticket on the windshield, including
mine. .Apparently,
-rr
,, I foiled to see the
yellow striping on thecurb. For the first
two weeks, as I continued to see all
makes and sorts of different cars parked
on thatcurb, I would estimate thatforty
or so students had been wracked with a

Health Professions Students ARE
Involved: A Memo From
Dr. Marilyn Buck, BSN
Dear Editor
Congratulationson the great job
you are doing on the Inkwell! I love
the
the new
new look,
look, length,
length, graphics,
graphics, etc.
etc.

Twelve BSN students were
awarded $70'°°0 as a result of a
Health and Human Services Grant
designed to helP disadvantaged BSN
students?

Please don't get mewrong. It's lit,
like
I said, I have the utmost respect for
those that protect our community.
However, that yellow stripe is th ere
because that curb is n ot for ca rs. It
might be for Fire trucks in an emer
gency (I was only a fireman fo r tw o
years), or maybe they feel that
unobservant motorists would tend t o
hit cars in that general area.
The foct remains the same. If po
lice cars can sit in a certain area (in the
shade, I might add), apparently there is
very little threat to human life, an d
Thank you for this opportunity maybe reparations should be made to
to share some news fromthis depart- those students who added to the fiscal
ment. I am sure other Health Pro budget by a measure of $600 or so.
-Name Withheld
fessions departments have similar
news items. Perhaps if you assigned
a reporter to cover the School of
Health Professions you could get
some of our news in the Inkwell,
Keep up the good work. I l ook Dear Editor,
Upon reading the article "SGA
forward to the next edition.
-Dr. Marilyn M. Buck, Racked By Scandal" in the last issue
of the Inkwell, I m ust say that I was
BSN
appalled. I can not believe that our
student matriculation fees are being
used to supplement such offensive
Dear Dr. Buck,
I appreciate your input! I a l- and disgusting
°
-& behavior within the
$15 fine. Now, perhaps we were unjus
tified in our "blind leading the blind"
that wonderful invention of a term that
stems from reason such as"Well, he got
away with it. So can I." On November
3rd, however, I pulled into that same
parking lot, and it's the most damned
thing I've ever seen - not one, but two
county sheriffs' cars were parked right
there along that same curb. I was "so
shocked" to see that not one of them
had a ticket on the windshield.

However after reading the October
27, 1993 issue I realized that other
Twenty-eight BSN seniors were
than the CANS "To Your Health"
invite
into membership in Sigma
page I found no other reference to
the School of Health Professions in Theta Tau International Honor
the entire issue. I realize that Health Society? In order to be eligible you
rroressions
U can speak must have a CPA of 3.0or above, be
Professions students (I
specifically about BSNstudents) are in the top third of Y°ur class>and be ways welcome contributions from
generally not as involved in extra recommended by an honor society the School of Health Professions,
05 well as informationfrom all other
curricular activities as Arts and Sci- member.
ence students because of their heavy
majors and organizations and"
class and clinical schedules. But
^igma Theta Tau Chapter groups on campus.
they and the faculty are involved! is b°st'ng Dr. Sara Gueldner in our
Unfortunately, I do not possess
For example, did you k now:
Distinguished Lecture Series on No- the staff power needed to provide a
vember 11, 1993 ?
reporter for e very area of campus
Ninety-six percent (45 of 47)
^e* That is where the individual
second
generic BSN June, 1993 graduates
annual Research departments and organizations
Poster
passed the NCLEX-RN licensing
Presentation by BSN generic come in.
exam in July?
seniors will be he ld November 12,
Anytime your department has
a
1993 at Memorial Medical Center? large event planned, we will be
There are 76 generic (non-RN) Past Years event was held at St. glad to cover it. Other daily events
and 10 RN seniors in the BSN pro- Jnscphs Hospital. It was a huge and various informationmust come
gram ? (This is the largest graduat- suc£ess and the topwinners received from the departments and organicash Prizes at the Sigma Theta Tau zations.
ing class in our 15 year history.)
Research Conference inApril, 1993.
With the size of the current
Five BSN faculty members atInkwell, we no longer have the
tended the Georgia Nursing AssoApplications are now being ac- time to chase down all of the inforcepted
for the FalI> 1993, nursing motion out there.
ciation Annual Meeting at Jekyll
We have to
ma,or
Island October 21-22,1993 ?Two of
^"ence •
depend on outside sources, and I
them were ele cted to state office?
Was very pleased that you took the
TU
RCv, r
One of them was honored as 1st
emhtrs
time ta *****
e
won Rl
u TV A
™
that inforDistrict Honoree?
M
e
m
a
t
n
P
l
€
<
t
S
e
k
e
e
p
i
n
t
ouch> «nd
mlS IP
'
!° '
Cnter"
were awarrl 1<A
prizes
*et as know when we can
were awarded.
help. Thank you.
J

« "V V/l

y

Appalled By
SGA Happenings

Student Government Association,
1 must saY that I was also very
shocked to learn of the accusations
brought in the meeting, and I w as
even further amazed that Terry
Samuels was not impeached. This is
c°hege people, and it is far time to
grow UP> don't you think?
We students need to understand
that these are the kinds of things
that go on within the realms of the
SGA, and we need to keep this in
mind when we vote for executiv e
officers and senators this spring,
The whole campus must realize
that if we allow these kindsof things
to go on, and if we do nothing to
stop it, we can not complain about
the way things aredone. I hope chat
the student population of Armstrong
State College willhave enough sense
to go to the polls this year and elect
some officers and senators who will
actually be responsible and moral,
and wb° will leave all of the bickering and name calling at the door,
Thank you.
-Appalled.
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Reactions To "SGA Racked By Scandal"
Dear Editor,
As 1 read the lead article of the 27
October 1993 Inkwell, several words came
to mind. Foremost among them were irre
sponsible and unprofessional. For the pur
pose of this letter, it matters not whether
President Samuels committed the offense
he is accused of. The fact of the matter is
that thearticle read more like the drivel out
of gossip rags such as the National Inquirer
than a responsible newspaper article.
The purpose ofa newspaper article is to
inform, not necessarily to influence public
opinion. The purpose of "SGA Racked By
Scandal" apparently lies in personal ven
detta. If th ere is bad blood between the
Inkwell and the SGA President, it should
be taken care of privately, not in a public
forum. (Incidentally, the accuser in the
article is also a reporter for the newspaper.)
This a rticle clearly attacks Samuels: it
completely co vers Ms. Kelly's side of the
story while only giving cursory attention to
Samuels's side of the story. Neither does
the article provide any concrete proof
against him. Is this the way an informative
article should be written? In addition, the
article states it was compiled from staff
reports. In an article that accuses someone
of sexual misconduct, theauthor(s) should
have the. bravery to put their name(s) on
the article. If the author wishes to hide
behind staff reports", that further reduces
the credibility of the article.
(t is rid iculous for the editor, Shelley
Carroll t o support and print this kind of
article. While not knowing anything about
the feelings between Carroll and Samuels
the slant and content of this article, com

bined with the fact that it was actually
printed, would lead one to believe that
Carroll (or one of her writers) is pursuing a
personal vendetta.
Furthermore, the obvious anti-Cli nton
slant of The Inkwell is becoming tiring.
Must the reader be assaulted with antiClinton rhetoric every time he or she op
ens
the newspaper? Surely Carroll and her
editorial staff can find something else to
attack other than the President fora change.
Who knows, maybe Samuels is their next
target.
If this is how Carroll and her assistant
editors plan on running The Inkwell, per
haps they should consider resigning. Funds
from our tuition go into both The Inkwell
and its staff, and those funds should be used
for the good of the school, not for personal
advancement or uses. There is no use for
such irresponsible journalism in our school's
newspaper. At the least, President Samuels
deserves an apology for this personal attack
against him. At the most, the editor should
step down, for the good of the paper and the
school.
The final thing I would like to say is
that when someone writes a letter to the
editor, they should sign their name to it. If
you are brave enough to voice your opin
ions, be brave enough to sign your name to
them. If you are not proud of the way you
think and feel, don't write the letter. Re
member, this is the United States, and
regardless of what some people would have
you think, you have the right to think for
yourself and voice what you think.
'Roland R. McCormick III

Editor's Note: 1 feel the need to re
spond to Mr. McCormick's tirade of accu
sations. First, and perhaps most impor
tant, I should clarify that every word of
"SGA Racked By Scandal" can be backed
up by any member of the Senate or Execu
tive Council. There were no inaccuracies
present in the article, and therefore, the
article was publishable. There was no
slant on the piece; it was simply a tran
scription of the actual meeting. As far as
newsworthy goes, I felt the student body
had the right to know what their money
was paying for in the Senate.
Secondly, 1 should warn McCormick
that assumptions arevery dangerous. Stop
reading between die lines, for you are
completely off base, and totally out of
line. Members of my staff and myself are
friends with both Kelly and Samuels, and
there is no bad blood. Kelly, although
listed in my staff box, simply updates our
staff on upcoming SGA and CUB events.
And I should like to extend a special
invitation to McCormick. Please, come
join our staff. I welcome all views, even
when they oppose my own. If you don't
like my slant, come add your own. You
are, by all means, welcome, and I encour
age your involvement.
I suppose I should thank you as well
for weakening your entire argument by
your vague reference to the First Amend
ment. Just remember, this IS the United
States, and regardless of what you think,
I have the right to print what I want to
print, and to say what I want to say. The
job of anewspaper is, most importantly, to
be accurate, and this we have done.

signed, you must request that your name be withheld. Still, all
submissions must include the author's real name for our records.
Dear Editor,
In yourOctober 13 th Inkwell you lis
ted
TopTen Suggestions to Relieve Parking on
Campus. Suggestion #8 proposed "Allo
cate state grants for the purchase of motor
cycles for all students...Sell studded skull
caps to encourage Jewish involvement."
I would hope that the Inkwell would
respect the diversity of students, faculty
and staff on our campus, and not resort to
passing off such offensive remarksas "jokes."
As a professor of anthropology, 1 would
encourage you to examine the diversity we
have on our campus- where people from
different ethnic backgrounds, religious be
liefs, soc ioeconomic statuses, and sexual
preferences- meet and interact daily in the
common pursuit of aneducation. Perhaps,
as a paper for all students, the Inkwell can
respect the richness this diversity brings to
our campus.
-Dr. Deborah Walker,
Social an d Behavioral Sciences

Regarding Red Ribbon Week
Dear Editor,
In regards to Red Ribbon eek, I am
in complete agreement that we as a com
munity must do everything we canto elimi
nate drug abuse. As concerned citizens, we
must also do what we can to educate our
young people aswel1 as adul tsof the dangers
of drug abuse, overdependency, and alco
hol abuse as well. We are all being in
formed of the rising epidemicof street drugs
such as crack-cocaine, LSD, marijuana, etc.
However, we must also see a rise in non

life, health, and safety. I feel that these
physicians have an obligation to their pa
tients to check blood levels regularly aswell
as check medical records to see what a
person is already taking. Physicians must
also be ready to change medications if a
patient becomes allergic to a medication.
Please remember a person either rejects a
medication immediately or builds up to the
rejection gradually- No two people are
alike; everyone's body chemistry is differ

prescription drug abuse as well.

I hope this letter helps someone else
and prevents him/her from being put
through an ordeal similar to the one I
experienced.
Name Withheld

It is a shame that our physicians feel
that theonly way to treat theirpatients isto
pump them full of drugs. I will admit that
many people, myself included, have to take
certain medications, but not at the risk ot

v_
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Letters To The E(UtOr

ent.

The New Old
Inkwell
As someone who has been
reading the Ink/well since 1948,1
have seen it through many phases
of evolution and devolution. So
far the 1993-94 Inkwell is impres
sive. Aggressive news stories,
thoughtful editorials, special fea
tures, humorous reminiscences, a
rich mixture of faculty and stu
dent concerns, campus/commu
nity/regional/national melanges of
information.
Look at some Inkwells of the
past and you will see how good
this year's version is. Ron Speir
put out a good one a fewyears ago
So did Ann Muller and Maureen
Paglia. In the late sixties and early
seventies, Joe Kelley and Sue Jay
Punzel Connor were very fine Ink
well editors who collected a rich
array of student talent to produce
memorable newspapers. Shelley
Carroll has done the same. She
has corralled more than two dozen
talented assistants to produce an
exciting publication.
When the Inkwell saw first
light, November 15,1935, it was a

six-page, five-column journal with
twenty article stories, five editori
als by Robert McCuen (editor),
and special editorials byLucy Arm
strong Moltz and Mayor Thomas
Gamble. Mrs. Moltz (who gave
her home to the city as a memorial
to her first husband, George Arm
strong) wrote a greeting to the
college in which she extolled the
virtues of youth and a college edu
cation: "Take care that you use
[your] brain power, which the
youth of our land has opportunity
to accumulate faster than ever
before, for those things alone
which beauty and truth sanction
of real value."
There were only 175 students
at Armstrong the fall of 1935.
Twenty-one were on the Inkwell
staff. The range of articles then
was similar to this week's issue of
the Inkwell. The vitality of that
paper is echoed in today's Inkwell.
It is very encouraging to see the
new Inkwell reiterate the values,
style, and traditions of the best of
the "old" ones.
-Dr. Bob Strozier
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Wild Kingdom

Inkwell Staff

Q. Dear Mr. College. I live in a dorm room with two other girls. I often wake up
in the middle of the night with the desire to torture them both until they can't
take it any more. Is this a normal feeling?—Krissy, Phoenix, AZ

cShe ffey Carroll

*• Dear Krissy; Oh yea., Irs perfectly normal. If you're JEFFREY DAIMERI
But for the average American college student its a tad eccentric. I'd urge
you not to act on these feelings. It's hard enough for roommates to get
along when torture isn't involved. And besides, their curded screams of
agony might disturb your neighbors.

3hssis/an/ Gcfi/or

Q. Dear Mr. College: I us ed all the money my parents gave me to buy books on
booze and butts. Now I have no money, and fear that I will fai l all my classes I
can't ask for more money, so what should I do?—Screwed, Tanpa, FL

CAnnefte /3c
>ogue

A. Dear Screwed; Vou should have used that money to purchase a
couple of commas foryour first sentence. As Its written here, you're
telling me that you used your parents money to purchase bookson the
subjects: booze and butts. So if your classes are Introduction to Booze.
and Advanced Butts 101, you're allsetl

IGri/ers

'JlCichaelSUncferson

Q. Dear Mr. College: I just sta rted dating this guy. Unfortunately,
every time we are together I hav e gas. It's rather embarrassing!'
I'm affraid he will soon break up with me because it happens
all the time. What can I do?—Stinky, Cincinnati, Ohio

J2u6Sy Huyyins

Sissy CBoatriy/it

Cflficia GCeffy

JK.Jf. Gfari

Gfari JCun/z

Jeffrey Qe/Boacii

Homes J3ane

*•
Stinky: So what you're saying is, when you go out
to let off a little steam, you REAUY LET OFF A LITTLE
STEAM/Man I You sure sound like a fun dateI Where do
you guys go to cat? Ben's Baked Bean Bungalou? I
suggest you layofT the broccoli. If that doesnt work, /'
buy a dog and blame iton him.

Uf

Oct your question;
GAris (jcfenfiefcf

HCeffy OCe/son

GSeuerfy CinyfisA

HoAn cJCicAofs

Jfaruey "CSucf" GfinRe fmeyer

GAarfoiie CAnne GPininey

d by Mr. Codegel

Send questions, comments, and winning lottery tickets to:
Mr. College * RO. Box 431 • Gaithersburg MD • 20884-0431
|eAntfonyirublno. Jr.. 1993. Distributed by tribune Ivtedio

G. CP.'X/cAofs

Gfani "Scoop" fiini?fmeyer

By Aetfcoey »uh|,B. j.

•c a part of the ACTION! Write to Mr College TODAY!

€jcfi/or~in~ Chief

G/aff

• November 10,
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Letter Policy Department
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions orpolicieso

Hoanna Gilmer

yuelie D^ay

GRamona Jfarmon

Grace GRoGGins

GA. GifumpAries

GICicAaef~(s)aIRer

Jessie ^ones

GKris/i IsOAiifal

Gar/oonis/
iR-oSeri AlsAman

his/rihu/ion
GAr/s Aden field

Gon/rihu/ors
2)r. J eier JKeifen

DarreHS/epAens

2>r. OZicAarJD/ordyuisf

Dom Waiers

hho/o graph2rs
c/on lArigAt & S/udeni CPAoio. Services
3/1<ft
oisor
J/CicAi /See

33)usiness
fessie fones

is newspaper. Letters to the editor may be hand-written or typed ( doublf
spaced) and they should not exceed 600 words. They may also be submitted on J.25]
oppy disk, provided they are formatted with a Macintosh and they are in MacWriti
etters must be signed and include a valid mailing address foi
verifir r- ^ G
a ton, ut names will be withheld upon request. Thp
I reserves therigl
r
COntent
Please
address
n 3 Ak
G °o
Otters to Shelley Carroll, Inkwe
Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419.

to the sub 6 a'SO ,f efe°mes guest editorials. They must be submitted one weekprio
to the subm.ss.on deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board
tu ii

.I- j . C irculation Department

in the distrib rlS ,Uted °n Wednesdays five times a quartet. Copies may beobtained
loCatetin HreS HaI1- Solms Hall, the Cafeteria, theFini
Am£2S£T
A
Administration building, Gamble Hall, the Law
Library andVicroSTn^k'
mai^ac'tuallvlforrh
l SubsC"Pfns are a^ilable for home delivery (through th«
e
P
Cam>H
, io^AT0f$5;aquarter'Pfe^addressallinquVriesto:Shelle|
Carroll, The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419

SS

Advertising Department
The Inkwell's national advertising rates are
as follows:
$ 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information.

Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum,
barterin'.
IMay^'S'sSnt public? """Tf
k«lt,aZ£^

academic

7 7

No

bi-weekly on alternate Wedn»
ifthi
' Georgia, or the Board of Regents.
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EVALUATE T HE INKWELL
The Staff of The Inkwell welcomes all comments, suggestions, and/or criticisms. For any readers of The Inkwell that would like to help in the improvement of the paper, this space is
provided...**
The aspect of this issue that I like the most is:

The aspect of this issue that I liked the least is:

What I would like to see more of is :

The kinds of things I would like to see are:

General comments concerning The Inkwell (format, content, etc.) are welcomed here

Submit suggestions for an upcoming top ten list here:

I do not agree with the politics or issues presented in this paper, and this is what I suggest as an antidote:

1 do not agree with the politics presented in this paper, and 1 am willing to contribute, either as a new staff member, or as a guest columnist:

I believe in the First Amendment, and 1 believe that the paper is doing an excellent job exercising that right:

Name:

Telephone:

We Are Begging You To Fill Out This Form!
Without your input, we can not accurately judge the acceptance of t his publication.
* *Please send formal responses to

wncles^opinions

on som^d^fferent j>iece of paper and send wThe fokwelHMCC

BuildmE, Rm. J03)^ ^

•

•• • • • • • • • •

Comedians Biggest Losers in You Laugh, You Lose*.* continued from page 1.
reasons (the baseball players were funnier
than he was), McCormack was flustered
streets of the big city. Well, just call us with his lack of success. Quite ffankly,
Southerners crazy, but we sure do like our McCormack was anything but funny.
One of t he baseball players, obviously
little towns.
tired
of being insulted, told McCormack, If
Of course, jokes about the South are not
you
can
make me laugh,go ahead. Butyou're
really that badaltogether. Sometimes, Southnot
making
me laugh... you aren't funny."
em jokes are so true that they can not be
Amen.
anything but funny. Other times, though, the
As his frustration with the audience
jokes are so old and so stale, they couldn't
grew, McCormack became more and more
make a hyena laugh.
Such was the plight of T.J. McCormack. obnoxious, and eventually, he became down
This rude, abrasive, irritating young come right rude. He told the baseball players,"I'm
dian was about as stale as humanly possible. not being funny anymore. Shut the hell up."
His sorry attempts at humor seemed to embar As if he had been funny before.
He ranted and raved on and on, making
rass him as well, for his only available alterna
fun
of
the audience and calling us stupid
tive to humor was to poke fun at is
h audience.
when
we
didn't laugh. He did a Squiggy
Even th en, he couldn't be funny. And I
impersonation
from Laverne and Shirley,
thought almost anyone could be funny when
and it went downhill from there. He did
they insulted an audience.
McCormack targeted a table of baseball Marge Simpson and A1 Bundy, and , of
course, he took a few more shots at the
players. Now, it is a given that if you sit too
South. I thought it would never end. But,
close to a comedian, you will get picked on,
mercifully, it was time for the game show to
but the baseball team was harassed.
begin, and the baseball team and the rest of
McCormack l aunched into a tirade of ath
the bored audience would finally be free of
lete-bashing, calling the baseball players"mo
McCormack's irritating personality.
rons" and "bum bling idiots" time and time
Once the show started, things improved
again. A few of the ball players, becoming
immediately. Some of the acts were actually
obviously irri tated, asked the comedian to
fairly funny, although students were able to
shut up and continue the show.
sit through some of the most outrageous of
McCormack, however, was determined
scenes without ever laughing.
to get his two cents worth, and for obvious

The object of the game is to sit, for sixty
seconds, with your hands on yourlap andyour
feet on the floor, keeping your eyes on the
comedian at all times, answering all of h is
questions, and keeping a straight face, re
fraining from any laughing, smiling, or smirk
ing. If you make it through the sixty seconds
successfully, you are entitled to spin the prize
wheel, claiming what ever dollar amount the
wheel stops on. If you are n ot satisfied with
your dollar amount, you have the option to
risk it all and try again. Regardless of your
success with the game,all participants receive
a free tee shirt.
Bridgette, an ASC student, won $20.00
in the first round, and she took her money
and
tee shirt and sat down.
Jeannie Gilreath was the next winner,
going successfully through on round of n ot
laughing, but losing on a smirk the second
time around.
Brent Twill was the next
winner, taking five dollars in the first round
and six dollars in the second.
Joanne Delph walked on stage next, and
the comedians stopped smiling. She was
giving them the evil eye, and she sat in the
chair, looking stoic. "Ain't no mystery here,
" Zuckerman said. "If you laugh, you'll shock
us all."
She won, but the wheel landed on one
dollar. She went another round, and came up
with six dollars. Not much of a rewardfor all
of that effort, is it?

The next victim was Jim Turner, who
won $15.00 in the first round. He decided to
go for it, and when asked what he'd do with
the money, he replied, "I'd buy a 44 special"
(That's a gun for all you laymen out there).
At one point, however, before Turner
could take his second turn at the game, a
member of the baseball team, who waslaugh
ing, was accosted by McCormack. Dressed in
a ridiculous green genie suit, McCormack
bounded off of the stage and over to the
baseball table. Stopping directly in front of
me, McCormack told the players, "You guys
are really being a pain in the f
a--."
Turner lost his money on his next turn,
and the game was almost over. They called
the night's biggestwinner, Bridgette, back on
stage and let her spin again. She took home
another $15.00.
Although Artie Jones, the chairman of
Open Door Productions, saw a very fu nny
You Laugh You Lose show on the video tape
sent to him by the agents of Zuckerman,
Linen, and McCormack, Armstrong students
were subjected to a night of horrendous at
tempts at comedy.
The most anyone got out of the show
were free refreshments and a little money.
Most people were simply attacked, accosted,
and insulted. The biggest losers were not the
stale comedians, but the poor students who
attended the program.

8
America: A.K.A.
World Cop
As eight-hundred more soldiers leave
for Somalia from Georgia military installa
tions, we begin to hear voices of anxiety
over the United States being the long arm
of the United Nations. "Why don't other
nations contribute as much as we do," and
"We should concentrate more on our na
tional agenda, rather than an international
one." These seem to be reverberated
throughout public sentiment. Taking eru
dition of these statements, 1wonder what is
our Pentagon for relations with the U.N.
If t he United States is to remain the
contemporary worldleader in both economy
and defense, we must remain to be the back
bone of the United Nations while we con
tinue to maintain our part of its braintrust.
To be the driving force in the world the
ater, we must be venerable democratically,
economically, and even militarily. Being
that the United States is a nation that not
only the United Nations turns to, but also
being a n ation that all democratic nations

The Inkwell
OstnowWd b y Tnbune Mt>« Services
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Classifieds

Part lime Help Wanted.

turn to when they need assistance is a being in the driver's seat with our allies, and
precedent set back during World War II.
being the "global big brother" to develop
It seems surprising when the general ing countries. We must be careful not to
notion turns against the legislative and capitulate to our fears of sacrifice.
executive branches of our government for
being too botched up in world affairs. Maybe
-Chris Edenfield
instead we should have a little more pride at

Editorial : In Response To Student Concerns
The reason I became involved with sonal reasons, declined. And please do not it was good, solid, and diverse copy. You
the Inkwell this past summer lies in my take this out of context to assume anything may have not liked or agreed with every
career choice, teaching high school En because this last sentence is only to convey thing, but there had to be something in it
gl ish. However, once hooked, I have found why President Samuels' "side of the story"
that you could relate to or find amusing. If
that I thoroughly enjoy writing for the was not included. One thing students need
you didn't, then why didn't you fill out the
ASC students. I have been told my column to remember is that fora SGAmeeting, one
evaluation form that is available in every
is one that that many students here at ASC only has to request a copy of the minutes of
issue of the Inkwell. Yet, one article (nega
can relate to, young or old. Even though a meeting or ask any Senator that was
tive or not) can get students off their apa
none of my articles have ever come under present to verify, clarify, orf
indout ifa story thetic rears and respond. (I was the one
attack by the student population, the Edi is slanted. Please feel free to do so. Even
that wrote that students were not apa
tor and Assistant Editor find themselves though I w ould have perhaps written that
thetic, just uninformed.) The "concept of
bombarded by student letters and com article in a different way, I honestly believe
degrade not praise" makes me worry about
ments over one article written in the last it would not have mattered. I guess the
the generation that is now at its college
issue. Another bothersome occurrence is messenger beari ngcontroversial news more
level. What type of parents, leaders, and
the fact that many of the Inkwell staff mem often than notgetsshot. Many students see
citizen will we be, if we can't say a job well
bers have been catching some of the hostil us as a students' publication and the spend
done along with doling out criticism.
ity caused by the aforementioned article. ers of your money, but please also remem
I have never written a factual article
Also, the assumptions of some of the ASC ber, we are fellow students and pay our
under
a penn name. However to ensure
students relaying the misconception that money along with yours. The only differ
that
no
one ever receives negative com
the views of one staff member reflect the ence is we donate our time to writing the
ments
in
regards to someone else's article, I
views of the entire staff.
paper. Our staff is paid by ads placed in the
would
like
to suggest to all the Inkwellers
So hold on to your hats. In response to Inkwell, not student's money.
and
students
out there who write in, if you
Mr. Roland R. McCormick III, I would like
All of the Clinton issues that have run
write
a
factual
article or a response to one,
to say that I personally would never con in the paper have been done under the first
please
sign
your
name to it. Perhaps, this
demn anyone for their writing style. Un amendment that I strongly support. I may
little
detail
will
cut down on the harass
less, of course, I w as willing to undertake be one of the few Americans that will
ment
of
the
others.
I am not afraid to
the job to make it better. Nothing printed actually admit to voting for Clinton, but I
express
my
opinion
and
let everyone know
in that article was fabricated or biased by did. I am a democrat and strongly supthat
they
are
mine.
I
h
ope
that all of you
any personal opinion of any staff member. ported Clinton during his campaign. Ifand
out
there
will
do
the
same.
1 personally respect and admire both Presi whenlfeel the need to write a positive story
Shelley has on more than one occasion
dent Samuels and Ms. Kelly, as does many on politics, I will do so. Until then, if
asked
our readers not to assume, and I
of the other Inkwellers including the writer anyone out there feels that there is a defi
would
like to second that motion. My
of the article. The one thing thatstrikes me nite need to write one—Feel free to submit
mother
taught me never to assume what
odd in all of this uproar is that students one. It will be published.
others
are
thinking, and I have tried to
seem more upset about the reporting than
Also, regarding funding of the Inkwell,
the actual happenings that took place in it really galls me that the Inkwell staff has instill this responsible behavior into my
the Senate meeting. President Samuels put outl36 pages of paper with really no children as well. Now, I am asking you, the
was asked to respond or contribute his feel positive student comments about the qual public, to extend us the same courtesy.
ings to the Inkwell, yet, for his own per ity of the paper, and if you read it, you know Don't assume, just ask.

-Annette Logue

Privately owned yacht
needs part time mainte
nance person. Hours and
wages flexible. Need to
have good hand-eye co
ordination and love of
b o a t s . C a l l Richard
Mitchell at 355-6608.

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel. Carib
bean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers,
etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext.
C147.

GREEKS AND CLUBS.
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN
JUST ONE WEEK!
For your fraternity, sorority, or
club. Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a FREE T-SHIRT just for
calling.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
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Coming Saturday, February 5, 1994:

BANDEMONIUM '94!

Help The Twits Make Palefsky
Homeless for Christmas
"Let's make Palefsky homeless", is the eral years now, Dr. Palefsky has been lead
current motto for the E. B. Twitmeyer So ing canned food drives, and this year is no
ciety when discussing this year's canned different. The food collected this year will
goods drive led once again by Dr. Palefsky, go to the Phoenix Project, a home forAIDS
one of the psychology professors. For sev- patients run by one of Armstrong's recent
psychology graduates, Brandy Haywood.
"1 ha ve been doing can drives for about
four or five years with my introductory
psychology students, donating the food to
the local food bank. This year we just
decided to change where we send the food
due to our former students involvement.",
Palefsy said when asked about the food
bank, adding "They always need food ther
e."
When questioned about the psychology
club's challenge tc students, Dr. Palefsky
smiled and said, "There's alreadv a lot of
clutter in my office, but it will take a lot of
cans to run me out and make me homeless."
Well, the psychology club would like
to ask the entire ASC student body to
support its project "Make Palefsky Home
less", helping it become a great success,
and, at the same time, send food to a
worthwhile cause. So what do you say?
Take your donations to room 2-22 in Vic
tor Hall and help the 'Twits" (with a name
B.A. Baker
like
that how could you not support us?)
Dr. Palefsky, P rofessor of
move Dr. Palefsky out to the front lawn.
Psychology, says, "It will
And a special note to his students; if he is
take a lot of cans to make moved out, he can't get to his grade book!
mo hrtmolp««!"

Editorial: Why We Like Controversy
A 7 Yea r Tradition of Rock Me Productions.
For ticket and application information, call
Chris Edenfield at 927"5300 TODAY!

NEED MONEY?
?

:

«

Dybee Island's soon to be 250 room
Ocean Plaza Beach Resort has
nmediate employment opportunities
for front desk clerks and
ousekeepers. Interested individuals
should apply in person at the front
desk in the Ocean Plaza Beach
esort, 15th Street and Ocean Front,
Tybee Island.

Recently, a group of Armstrong stu
dents attended an SGA meeting in re
sponse to a article in the last issue of the
paper, "SGA Racked By Scandal." As the
editor of the Inkwell, I feel it is my duty to
respond to this group of concerned stu
dents.
The article was, in my opinion, of
valuable interest to the student body. I was
in attendance at the meeting myself, and I
felt that its happenings were indeed news
worthy. Although the subject matter was a
bit distasteful, the events did occur. As an
editor of a NEWSpaper, I believed the
meeting needed to be reported. As for the
detail in the article, would you rather die
article have stated: " Thei; was an SGA
meeting. Accusations were made. It lasted
45 minutes. "? 1 doubt it. If you doubt the
accuracy of the article, I suggest you attend
a meeting and see what happens for your
self. SGA meetings are always open to the
student body.
Several other issueswere raised bythose
who attended the meeting in protest. One
of those was an editorial in an earlier issue
of the paper regarding the Welfare State.
As for those objections, I can only say that
the piece was an editorial, and was simply a
reflection of one individual's views of the
welfare system in this country. I never
received a single letter to the editor regard-

ing the piece, and therefore, no reply was
published. To those of you who object to
any editorial in this paper, I can only say
that I will publish any thoughtful remarks
you make in writing. If you do not bother
to respond, however, 1 cannot publish an
opposing viewpoint.
As for the quali ty of the job my staffhas
done over the past quarter, 1feel the need
to rise up in defense. My staff has done an
excellent job with this publication, despite
a little controversy over a few articles. As
an outstanding faculty member reminded
me, a college newspaper by definition is
controversial. If it were not, he said, it
should be shut down.
If the opinions expressed in this paper
tend to upset any students, 1 suggest for
them to speak with me and join the staff.
Opposing viewpoints often complement
one another, and 1welcome as much diver
sity of opinion as possible.
In die future, I would suggest that any
complaints be addressed to me or to the
other writers of this publication. We can
not begin to understand the feelings of the
students if the students to not respond to us
directly. On page 7 you will find an evalu
ation form. I encourage you again to fill out
this form and send it to us. We appreciate
your help. Thank you.
'Shelley Carroll
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The Inkwell Top Ten
From the home office in Santa's Workshop.

TOP TEN REASONS TO HAVE A
CHRISTMAS TREE.
10. To give your home that PineFresh®
scent.
9. You can block the windows to keep
voyeurs from watching.
8. You can cover all of the holes in your
walls.
7. You can feed the trees in admiration
of the Jellybeans* hit song.
6. You can hang your laundry on its
branches (ASC apparel only).
5. One word: mistletoe.
4. They'll just be turned into woodchips
if you don't buy one.
3. You can burn it on the 26th to save on
utilities.
2. It's a great place to hand all of those
Happy Meal® toys.
1. When it comes down to the holiday
spirit, opening Christmas presents
around the refridgerator just doesn't
cut it.

The Inkwell
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Freshman Primer #12193: The
Real Nightmare Before Christmas
As the door creaked ope
n, little Johnny for Fluorine, the impact of the Tokugar
Faraday stepped across the threshold. This Shogunate on European Imperialism, the
was not to be an ordinary day for Johnny as definition of Transfer RNA, Avogadro1
he looked back on this eighteenth year of number, and the formula for the area of an
his grasp on the ethereal realm. Soon, the Isosceles Triangle-and these are j USt th£
hounds of Hell would be nipping at his required knowledge for yourBowlingfina|
ankles. Today, protoplasm would begin to Take heart: your Badmitton final promises
ooze from his nasal cartilage. The ghost of to be much easier.
Samuel Johnson would be coming to in
Many of you arehoping just to makeit
scribe the definition of plebiscite upon his to Thanksgiving (the last day of classes is
forehead, andQuantum Mechanics had yet November 23rd). Be forewarned, however,
to rear its ugly head.
that this is a critical time to be gin your
No, this is not an allusion to some memorization of thedescendants of Leopold
Hallowed's Eve of yesteryear; This is finals, and your common ion chart. Those that
and the veterans of old would be more than can think only of siuffing off the coat of
happy to show you their wounds. You campus tedium and racing to the parent's
should be intimidated by now; It's for your house to consume pumpkin pie,scaring the
own good. Heed my counsel and you might nephews with a maniacal gobble, and pull,
yet live to see Santa's flabby behind in ing grandpa's finger after the consuming of
December.
turkey gizzards, need to be wary o f t he
Some of you out there in CHAOS- Trianosine effect, that sleepy, coma-induo
land will have it easy this quarter. Your ing growth hormone they give to a n up.
more than generous teacher's will be pre and-coming feast consumee. If you don't
senting you with a non-cumulative final take this opportunity to hit the books be.
test on the Russian Revolution, without tween drumsticks, you'll find yourself pro.
even a bonus question on pre-Neandertha- crastinating until "Final's Eve".
loid Eurasia. I hate you scumbags. The rest
As forthose of youwho prance into the
of us, however, will be jumping into the final, with a "Zippety-doo-dah" w histle
bottomless quagmire of instant recall that emanating from your facial vocabulary
will leave you gasping for air, commonly wound, I ha te you as well. If you haven't
buttered up under the title of "Cumulative been strolling through the Folger's coffee
Final". Be prepared to gather every note fields in Brazil until 3:00 a.m.on December
book, Post-It Note®, textbook, doodle 1st, I really would rather not speak w ith
sheet, and Pearlcorder tape that might ha
ve you. Others might tell you that I'm the
some minute chance of having abearing on easiest going guy on campus next
to Skippy
your test. These cumulative exams are Don't let me fool you, I am the staunch
generally not overviews of the past ten enemy of the final, the Grinch that steals
weeks of lectures, but rather a random, the souls of those that smile in November
lotto-type accumulation of the most mun I've started my Christmas list ear ly t his
dane facts presented throughout the quar year, and I'm holding Donner for ransom
ter. You need to know the Lewis Structure until Santa Claus gives me an 'A'.
-Abdi Humphries

Farewell to Armstrong

OfTHfimMMiStmoM

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may, Abdi Humphries is
going away. I wrote that, and much more in my stay here at
Armstrong. I've only been writing for the Inkwell for the
Fall quarter, but I've found my experience to beworthwhile.
The education I ye received at ASC has been noteworthy, as
well, and my sincere thanks go out to the professors,
advisors, and all the students I've come to befriend. They
have all made my stay in Savannah a memorable one. Above
all, I leave behind this decree. I hope that someone can take
over my signature article, "The Freshman Primer", and that
others may give a little of their time to experience the
satisfaction of seeing your thoughts in print. Thanks for the
memories. I'll be thinking about your struggles while I'm
back on Hawaiian soil. Aloha and God Bless, whichever God
that might be.
-Signing Off,
Abdi Humphries

.
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"Mocktail," cont. from page 1
The serenity was shattered when our
guest comedian walked up on stage. Al
though the geriatric community found his
comedy a little on the risque side of humor
and left after a suitable measure of time,
most of the students present stuck around
for the duration of the performance, and
they may all be commended for their ability
to stomach a great deal of verbal abuse.
Although he was no A.J. Jamal (1992's
guest comedian, now host of Comedy
Central's "Comic Justice"), Hank
McGauley, was quick to point out the inad
equacies of all students, without racial,
sexual, or nationalistic bias*. He was defi- J
nitely an equal opportunity heckler. But, di
the crowd seemed pleased and all worked "§
out for the enjoyment of the vast majority. J
The importance of the event must not
Senators Ken Strickland and Stephanie Stapleton prepare mocktalls at the 1993
be overlooked. T he day's events were pro
Mocktail Party.
vided to increase the awareness of students
I said, must be commended for their part in only way to have a good time. Plus, when
to the drunk driving problem in our com
funding such events, and all might realize was the last time you got a hangover from
munity and in our country. The SGA, like
that sometimes, having a drink is not the drinking pink grapefruit juice.

Baptist Student Union Hosts Camp-A-Thon For Charity
If you wondered why all the tents were
pitched along Abercorn Street two weeks
ago, you weren't alone. One comedian said
he thought ASC was having money prob
lems, and this was their answer to expand
ing the dorms. H ey, if they can us trailer..
. why not. Anyway, the tents were part of
the second annual BSU campathon to raise
money for summer missions.
Chuck Jonas awoke a sleeping Jason
Woods,presidentofBSU, to be interviewed
for the Inkwell. Jonas said the turn out
crowd for this year's campathon was good
and after surviving the first night of winds,
tain, and chilly weather, the lumps and
curves of a bumpy ground weren't quite so
bad. Woods said they were worried when
a borrowed tent sans camper was picked up
by the winds and tossed into a puddle of
water. Luckily, t he tent was rescued and
secured to the groundwith makeshift stakes,
but it was still bouncing around a bit during
the interview.
Jones and Woods said that they were
hoping to raise at least $1000 this year. Last
year, they raised clos e to $300, and so far
they had raised close $700 on the last day of
the camp out.
The money wi ll be used to send stu
dents to missionary cam ps for kids and to
provide religious surveys among communi
ties. Students are sent to camps in Gerfany, Canada, and throughout the U.S.
Jones said he was a bit disappointed at
the lack of interest shown by students and
passersby. "Only four people came up and
asked us if we were protesting or having a
funeral." (Fox and Weeks loaned them the
use of a graveside tent.)
BSU tried to have at least one student
at the camp at all times, but they were free
to leave for classes, work, and gymnasium
offered the use of their showers.

CPAs Seek
Applicants For
Scholarship

Accounting majors at Armstrong
State College, who are from southwest
Georgia, may apply for the scholarship
given annually by the Southwest Geor
gia Chapter of the Georgia Society of
CPAs(GSCPA), according toPresident
John Hinson of Thomasville, scholar
ship chairman.
Applicants must be rising juniors or
rising seniors and attend an accredited
Georgia college or university and have
good grades. Application forms are
available from Hinson at Fletcher and
Associates, P.O. Box 677, Thomasville
31799. Completed forms must be sent
to him there by December 31st.
The chapter has already begun ac
cepting applications in its search for a
recipient, Hinson said. The recipient
must be from the chapter's membership
area: Decatur, Early, Grady, Miller,
Mitchell, Seminole, and Thomas coun
ties.
For 1992-93, the chapter selected
two winners of the $2,000 scholarship:
Trent Ellis of Cairo and Paula Parlette
of Pelham. Ellis, a University of Geor
gia student, is an alumnus of Bainbridge
College and Georgia Institute of Tech
nology. Ms. Parlette is a student at
Georgia Southern University.

How To Get Free
Money Through a
HOPE Grant
YOU may be eligible to participate in the
new HOPE Grant program that is spon
sored by the State of Georgia!
Beverly English

Members of the Baptist Student Union on site at the 2nd Annual Summer
Missions Camp-A-Thon
Thecamps mascot, a greenplasticbullfrog protected the camp from harm, even
scared off a raccoon.. Woods and Jones said
they had adopted the Bullfrog as their mas
cot. BSU at ASC is related to BSU at
UGA, and they have the Bulldog. So,
ASC's group decided to be unique.
If all goes well, there will be no croak
ers in this group. They plan on running an
extension cord out and playing movies on a
T. V. and V.C.R. on their last night for a
different change of pace.
BSU holds theirmeetingsevery Thurs
day around noon and in case you don't
know where they are, if you can find Publix,
just look to your immediate left, and you re
there.
Good luck BSU, hope you reach your
$1000 goal, and the weather stays nice.

'Beverly English

Students
interested in
the Baptist
Student Union
should call
Chris Fuller
at

925-8563.
J)

Do you meet ALLof these qualifications?
-completed a 1993-94 Free Applica
tion for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA)
-independent with an AGI of less
than $66,000 or dependent wilh a
parental AGI of less than $66,000
-legal resident of the state of Georgia
or a military dependent
-undergraduate student who has at
tempted 45 to 90 credit hours with
at least a 3 .0 cumulative GPA
-Were enrolled at least two quarters
in a Georgia public college during
the 1992-93 academic year
If so, once your Financial Aid file is
complete, we will notify you of youreligi
bility. If you have any questions, please
stop by the Financial Aid Office or call us
at 927-5272.
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The Economics Corner
Sponsored b\ the Armstrong State College Economics Club

Two Way Traffic: The Auto Industry

elling here for two weeks and Americans
travelling to Spain for two weeks while in
the program.
The bottom line is profit. If it is prof
itable for Chicago, several more schools
will likely spring up. The academic world
will also profit from research into interna
tional business problems. Business Week.
10/25/93.

A new export in the auto industry? and performance on front wheel drive. Eu
It's North America.
ropean auto makers are struggling to rede
Ford Motor Company has predicted sign assembly plant operations that are fifty
that "within the nextfive yearsalmost one percent lessefficient than Ford's best in the
million American and Canadian carsand U.S.
trucks will be rolling onto ships bound for
Ford and other American car manu
Europe, Asia and Latin America."
factures are building a better car. While
Since 1986, exports have increased Toyota continues to monopolize the num
-R. DeLeon
tenfold from 48,000 yearly to nearly ber one position inU.S. quality surveys,the
480,000 through the end of 1993. While Ford name plate does significantly better
exports cannot match Japan's record ex than BMW, Audi, Mitsubishi, Mazda and
ports of nearly 5.6 million in 1992, the Volkswagen. Wall Street Tournal. 10/18/
change representsa significant increase in 93.
-T. Perry
the domestic economy. To meet a grow
Submitted by K. CauUans
ing export demand in North America,
North America would need twoadditional
There is a growing trend in U.S. Com
automobile assembly p lants with an in
panies on overseas tours as they seek to
crease of 5,000 jobs in the auto industry
expand their foreign markets and "attract
The Executive Master of Business new customers." "As companies' global
plus an additional 50,000 jobs added at
Administration
(EBMA) is a degree usu ambitions grow,many fast-track executives
supplier companies. The expected export
ally
sought
by
executives
with ten or more now see foreign toursas necessary for career
would slash the North American trade
years of experience, and is offered by a advancement." As overseas markets be
deficit by some six billion dollars.
One of the reasons for the growth in number of prominent U.S. BusinessSchol Is. come even more important to the financial
exports isattributed to the relatively weak Outside the U.S., the EBMA program is stability of U.S. corporations, the value of
American dollar. Japan and Germany are not readilky available, and many execu these overseasexecutives isalso increasing.
planning to build more vehicles in the tives actually commute weekly to the 'U.S. In fact, these foreign tours were once seen
U.S. and export them. In addition, com to attend classor leave their jobs in order to as detrimental to careers; now, however,
petition within the industry has lead to complete their studies here.
there are more applicants than positions
Several U.S.schools are wotkingjoindy available. Preparations for the "expatrigreater efficiency, making U.S.plants more
productive and presenting more competi with foreign universities now to provide ates"havebecomequiteextensive. Courses
tive products forconsumers. Forexample, this degree, such as the National Taiwan in language and culture are offered to the
the Probe, including a ten percent tariff, is University's Freeman School of Business, prospective "expats" and their families as
the same price as comparable cars over among others. The Ulniversity of Chicago they prepare to go abroad. However, "10%
seas. The Probe is designed to compete in will be the first to open its EBMA program of U.S. managers still have to be yanked
the market against Japanese models, and abroad without a partner. It will open in home because they don't perform well."
tas done verywell due to its fuelefficiency Barcelonma next year,with Europeans trav The primary cause of their failure is the

Why Japan Execs
Travel Better

B-Schools Bitten
By the Global Bug

inability of their spouses to adapt to the
new environment. Many spouses must
give upgood jobs and the stabi li ty of their
homes to move abroad. Corporations
spend millions on the preparations ant
housing costs for maintaining their over
seas workers. They make every effort to
keep these workers happy, so that their
investment is not wasted. Most expats
say their experience overseas was wel
worth it, and many extend their tours,
As the global market continues to ex
pand, more executives may be going
abroad. Business Week. 11/1/93

Job Rolls Continue
to Shrink, and the
End Is Not in Sight
Corporate layoffs just keep on going
and going... Layoffs in September were
48, 786, the third highest monthly total
this year. The three top industries in
layoffs for September were communica
tion, chemtcals.,a nd tra nsport
a rion. This
year, layoff notices have totaled449,364,
and the leading industries in terms of
layoffs have been aerospace, computers,
and retail. In the nation's largest
companies, there seems to be no reli
ef in
sight. A survey found that layoffs will
accelerate over the next six months.
Business Week 10/25/93.

The Economic Woes of Europe: A Review of Dr. Martin J. Hillenbrand
The business cycle in Europe is at its nadir,
and according to Ambassador Martin J.
Hillenbrand, American diplomat to European
affairs, "Europe is in the psychologicaldoldrums."
Dr. Hillenbrand, the University ofGeorgia's
first Dean Rusk Professor of International Rela
tions, spoke at Armstrong StateCollege's Health
Professions Auditorium on Friday, October 29th.
Hillenbrand, an expert on European affairs,
addressed a full audience on the reasons for
Europe's economic decline.
We are, as Hillenbrand said, creatures of
habit, for we insist on discussing Eastern and
Western Europe on separate terms, despite the
collapse of Communism and the Soviet Union.
The business cycle in Europe is s teadily
declining, a great deal of which can be a ttrib
uted to the state of economic recession that has
plagued the entire continent. Hilderbrand pro
poses the recession is due to structural origins.
There is, he said, something wrong with the
cost structure." Wages and social security are
not comparable to the rate of inflation. The
downsizing of firms and organizations all over
Europe adds to both the mood of depression and
to unemployment.

Tragic events like the endless slaughters in stitutional.
the former Yugoslavia lend to the seeming help
The Treaty has, though, created unantici
lessness that has swept over Europe. Efforts to pated problems. In the fall of 1992 and the
resolve the massacres and open regression have
summer of 1993, the Exchange Rate Mecha
utterly failed, again, adding despair to the al nism (ERM) has broken down. The ERM had
ready gloomy situation.
given stability to exchange rates, but has now
Developments within the supernational
been rendered an impotent part of the European
economic community, the European Commu Community operation.
nity, created in 1957 with the Treaty of Rome,
Certain convergence criteria must be met
have further affected the economics of the re
by all twelve countries if the Treaty is to work.
gion.
The criteria, however, are too difficult for most
The 1985-1986 European Acts, which came
countries tomeet, and, todate, the only country
into effect on January 1, 1993 with the twelfth
reaching the specifications is Luxembourg.
and final ratification vote from Germany, have
Even if t he criteria can be met, it will be
removed all non-tariff barriers and created an
well into the next century before results can be
open European market. The acts were expected
seen. Indeed, Europe is adrift, but is the reces
to have a dynamic effect, but, because they came
sion more than a normal downturn of the Euro
at the wrong time, they have not.
pean business cycle? Hillenbrand was hesitant
The EuropeanCommunity has also planned to answer.
a novel transition into a single monetary policy
Experts on Soviet Affairs, Communism,
through the enactment of the Mostrick Treaty.
and the former Soviet satellite countries have
The Treaty, which would, if suc cessful, be in
developed reasons for Eastern Europe's state of
place by 1997, would produce a single monetary
gloom. For decades, the Eastern European coun
policy, a single currency, and a single bank. The
tries produced shoddy goods which, thoughgood
Treaty is legally in effect since the German
enough for the closed Soviet market, were not
Supreme Court did not find the Treaty uncon
competitive in a Western market.

In exchange for shoddy goods, Eastern I
ropean markets offered cheap fuel and a fur
tioning system of trade. That trade syste
disappeared over night. Goods were no long
competitive, or even acceptable. No marl
demand existed for the products coming out
insufficient Eastern European factories.
Trade continues, but it is very differer
Some republics are trying to combat the growii
problems by increasing their standards, but
they conquer one problem, a new one arise
BMWs and Mercedes stolen from Germany a
being sold in the black market in Moscow, ar
theft and tampering are becoming rampant.
One of the biggest obstacles in the fight <f
economic security has been that the statistic
information used by the United States and tl
republics themselves has been fraudulent. R<
publics have compensated for losses by printir
more money, and this practice is, in itself, sel
destructive. Assessments of the Soviet econom
by American economic experts have been coir
pletely wrong, for the information was all base

See Hillenbrand, page 1 3.
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Why Japan Execs
Travel Better
Submitted by Q. Hauck
There is a lot that the Americans can
learn from their Japanese concurrence. First
of all, Japanese workers, once sent abroad,
are much betterprepared than their Ameri
can c ounterparts, because the companies
emphasize orientation in language and cul
ture in the destination country. This might
also explain why Japanese expatriates have
a failure rate of only 5% compared to a 1020% in the Americans. The reason for
American failure is the inability to handle
increased responsibility rather than cul
tural adjustment problems. Further, the
Japanese stay abroad much longer. An
executive vice-president of Mitsubishi In
ternational Corp., who spent 10 out of 54
working years in New York, felt it brought
him very close to his U.S. customers. Most
important of all is that Japanese companies
don't need to offer as much compensation
as American companies. Looking at the
Japanese success, A mericans should think
over their strategies. Business Week. 11/1/
93

Getting Families Off Wel
fare and Into Jobs Isn't as
Easy as AFDC
Submitted by R. Rawls
The Clinton administration has pro
posed a plan to put an end to able-bodied
parents receiving welfare, and imposing a
two-year time limit on receiving welfare
benefits, but a few states have proposed
variations on that idea. Like most govern
ment pro posals, the "workfare" program
does not solve the problem of families abus
ing welfare. A family with children over
six-years old, and hand have been receiving
welfare benefits for two years or more, must
work for benefits under the "workfare" pro
gram. The main objective of the "workfare"
program is to make each parent responsible
for working to support his family.
A person stays on welfare for various
reasons. For example, a family in Cincin

Hillenbrand... cont. from pg.12
on fraudulent statistics. Reliable statistics are
needed in order to convert Eastern European
economies to market-oriented economies, and
so far, no o ne has been able to produce those
numbers.
Much ofthe industry in Eastern Europe has
become hopelessly obsolete. Hillenbrand of
fered an anecdote on the situation. He grew up
in a steel mill family, he said, as his grandfather
owned a steel mill. He was taken to a mill in
Eastern Europe, which was glorified as the
continent's most modem steel mill. It was, he
said, ancient at best, and it was no wonder that
Eastern European goods were so inferior.
In a somewhat euphoric state, people
thought that a market-oriented economy would
be easi ly earned, but that is obviously not so.
The conversion is a painstaking, arduous pro
cess. The oldadage holds true: Nopain,nogain.
Meanwhile, the population grows more

nati stayed on welfare to continue to re
ceive medical benefits. If universal health
care comes to pass, as proposed by the
Clinton administration, theirmedical ben
efits will no longer be an incentive to stay
on welfare. In Wisconsin, welfare cases fell
17% since 1986 because welfare recipients
were trained for jobs, childcare was pro
vided, and transportation to work was pro
vided.
Findinga job for welfare recipients has
become a problem for caseworkers. Many
private-sector employers and public-em
ployee unions have blocked welfare par
ents from competing for jobs. For the
"workfare" program to be effective, $1 Bil
lion a year in fe
deral money can be matched
with state and local funds for training and
job creation for welfare recipients. Wall
Street Tournal. 10/25/93

Can a 1,245% Markup
on Drugs be Legal?

A Critical Review of The Economics Corner:

Opposing Viewpoints
Intriguing is an appropriate word to describe
the "Economics Comer" of out Inkwell past.
(October 27, pg. 13).
In it, we students saw a compilation of news
articles from A.S.C. students and outside sources
alike which gave information on such current
topics as a proposed hike in the minimum wage
by Labor Secretary Robert Reich, efforts by
companies to downsize their workforce, and
lastly, an article submitted by t wo A.S.C. stu
dents that claim that the "Rich get Richer As
the Poor Get Poorer."
The Economics Comer, which is sponsored
by the A.S.C. Economics Cluband the choice of
the "news" articles therein are representative of
a key problem facing u niversities and other postsecondary academic institutions: the problem
of one-sided teaching and a 11 too familiar phrase
of "political correctness" in the classroom.
For example, one article submitted by A.S.C.
students JeffSellers and Renee' DeLeon, claimed
that "Income Inequalities that have been accel
erating since the early 1980's continued in 1992.
The richest 20 percent of the population ac
counted for 46.9 percent of the nation's income,
up from 46.5 percent the year before. The
bottom fifth of the population accounted for just
3.8 percent of income."
Many students who have taken Econ. 201
and/or 202 have encountered such misinforma
tion before. Alan Reynolds, the Director of
Economic Research at the Hudson Institute of
Indianapolis, states that methods of analysis
that publish the data used above often do not
take into account the TAXES paid by these
income groups. However, on the other end,
capital gains are added to the total incomes of
these groups but taxes are not subtracted. As a
result, you get an inflated figure that shows the

Submitted by T. Acree
On October 14, Rite Aid Corp., nine
other chains, and 10 independents filed
suit against seven big drugmakers. Their
claim is that the manufacturers' discounts
amount to illegal price discrimination.
On the surface, it seems hard for the
drug companies to justify the often huge
dififerencesin theirprices. Schering-Plough
Corp., for instance, charges hospitals$2.03
for 100 tabletsof its potassium supplement,
K-DUR, while retail pharmacies pay $27.31
- a 1,245% markup. A Schering spokesman
defends the company's pricing as legal and
calls the suite "reckless and groundless."
The pharmacies have a tough legal Oct. 19, Pfizer, Upjohn, and American
case to prove. The drugmakers can argue Cynamid announced plans to slash 7,000
they have to offer such breaks to HMOs or jobs.
The real impact in this litigation may
lose business. They do not face this same
be
in
helping to shape health-care reform.
risk with the pharmacies. The Federal
By
suing
now, the retail pharmacies figure
Trade Commission has already found no
they
are
se
tting the tone for the big fight to
fault with the drug manufacturers' differen
come.
The
drug companies oppose any
tial pricing policies. A court victory is not
form
of
price
control, so they were almost
the only thing the pharmacists want. The
certain
to
mount
a court fight against the
pharmacists have already gained publicity.
Clinton
administration's
plans to limit dif
The drug companies can, however, argue
ferential
pricing.
Business
Week. 11/1/93
that they are under too much pressure. On

and more restive, hoping for some relief to the and doing away with unviable industries, yet
economic woes of the region. Poland, Hungary, nothing has improved.
Through
the
German
Czechoslovakia, and other embryonic democra
cies are being threatened by popular unrest. The Treuhandverwaltung, the German government
experts are no so concerned about Communist has been getting rid of unprofitable businesses.
TheTreuhandverwaltung, asuper-bureaucracy,
restoration, but of authoritarian restoration.
Any hope for a new Marshall plan is a n evaluates which businesses will be cut and which
illusion. It is simply statistically impossible. will be saved, and which will be allowed to
With the drastic inflation of the lastforty years, continue the struggle for a fe w more years.
But what does Hillenbrand see in the fu
Eastern Europe would need $80 to $100 billion
ture? Although he does not claim clairvoyance,
to duplicate a Marshall plan. Any aid that the
U.S. could provide would be far less, with only he believes that in the next year, Germany at
least will see a resumption in economic growth.
the possibility of a few billion here and there.
The
mood will be quite different in two or three
Many experts have kept a watchful eye on
years, he said. The Single European Act should
the former German Democratic Republic (East
be felt by n ext year, and if trade leads to eco
Germany), thinking that if a nyone could pull
nomic growth, which itshould, the problems are
through the recession, it would be theCDK.
bound to work themselves out. So, perhaps
They thought that with the assistance of West
there is hope for the failing economic state of
Germany, through capital and investment, surely
Europe, but only time will tell.
the GDR would prosper. West Germany has
spent over $100 billion every year since the fall
From Inkwell Staff Reports
of the Berlin Wall, subsidizing unemployment

upper income groups gaining more than they
actually receive after taxes and dilutes the earn
ings of low-income groups.
Another article, entitled "Labor Secretary to
Recommend Raise in Minimum Wage" (new
York Times, Oct. 13) this article touts the merit
of increasing the minimum wage. The news
article explained that the Secretary of Labor is
proposing a 25 cents an hour increase to $4.50
an hour. The article went on to say:
"...the labor secretary is convinced that (the
increase) would not lead to a decrease in jobs.
The secretary will explain his proposal to the
President by e xplaining that after accounting
for inflation the minimum wage is 30 percent
below the 1968 level. Studies show that an
increase in minimum wage could actually in
crease employment by encouraging people who
were not working to seek jobs."
Although it is well known which side of the
political spectrum the New YorkTimes leans, it
is mo re surprising that the article did not con
tain information that may indicate a minimum
wage increase may lead toa DECREASE in jobs.
By r equiring employers to pay employees
more for the same amount of work, government
is passing off its mistakes (such as the huge
federal deficit that eats up to $250 billion a year
in interest payments) to business and making it
pay. Instead of making businesses pay more,
perhaps our federal government should tax and
spend less. Then all of us would see our wages go
further. Furthermore, by red ucing the level of
federal entitlements, those who are not "work
ing to seek jobs" will have more incentive to do
so.
Another article entitled 'Talking Mar
riage and Thinking One-N ight Stand" discusses
the recent trend by corporations to downsize
and maximize the efficiency of their workers. It
also discusses the trend by some companies to
use temporary workers. Although 1agree to that
to some extent, companies should be carefal to
avoid a high-turnover workforce, I do not agree
with the assertion in the article that "anyone
who can be laid off, should be laid off." Obvi
ously, any company that feek it can maximize its
productivity with fewer workers will do so. This
article (from Business Week, October 18) im
plies that people should be hired to work not
because companies should make a profit, but
because the company and thus society "owes"
them something.
The tone of this article and all articles in
the "Economics Comer" presents the typical
one-sided viewpoint that so many students are
exposed to at A. S. C. and many other colleges.
That viewpoint, although of some merit, is
undermined by the fact that more conservative
viewpoints are ignored andpurposely overlooked.
What you may not know (or hear) in your
economics courses is t hat their are economist
that disagree with the such data presented in
such articles like the one submitted by Sellers
and DeLeon. Furthermore, it is ac ademically
incorrect to present the data by such groups like
the Urban Institute without giving someone
else the opportunity to refute the data and
present their own viewpoint.
Perhaps the Economics Club ought to con
sider giving equal time to articles that present an
alternative view to the anti-business, pro-biggovernment articles that were submitted in the
last issue. Until they do, to paraphrase Limbaugh, I suppose I will have to be "equal time."

-Jeffrey DeLoach
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Cross Country Pirates
Win at Georgia Southern
Armstrong State's men's and women's
cross country teams won their last regular
season meet of the season, taking first place
ib both ends of the college division meet at
Georgia Southern on Saturday, October
23rd.
The ASC men outdistanced Georgia
College, 17 points to 42 in winning the
men's event.
Patrick Babula finished first in a time
of 16:55 to pace Pirate runners. Armstrong
State's Dan Spencer, Blaise Willis abd
Bobby Sprinkel were the next three run

ners acroos the line, giving ASC the top
four spots in the 5K run.
The ASC women were paced by sopho
more Traci Brackett, who covered the two
mile course in 13:36 to take top honors.
Lynn W illiams and A
nna Johnson finished
second and third for ASC, with Beverly
Johnson and Jodi Hatfield finishing sixth
and seventh.
The Pirates won the meet with a total
of 19 points, followed by Georgia College
with 51 and Savannah State with a team
total of 57.

-Darrell Stephens

All-Conference Selections Bobby Sprinkel, Patrick Babula, and Gabi
Hauck with ASC Cross Country Coach Eddie Aenchbacher.

ASC finishes Second, Third at PBAC in Cross Country
The Armstrong State College men's cross coun
try team finished second, and the ASC women third,
at the Peach Belt Athletic Conference Champion
ships held in Augusta on October 30th.
Senior Patrick Babula finished third overall,
running the 8K course in a personal best time of
27.29.11, to pace ASC. Babula captured All-PBAC
honors for the third consecutive year with his effort.
Bobby Sprinkel, a freshman from Hinesville,
finished sixth in 27.44.60, also good for All-PBAC
honors. The Pirates Dan Spencer finished eighth,
missing All-Conference honors by less than three
seconds.
Other finishers for ASC were Blaise Willis (11th)
Matt Fritch (26th), Steve Mathis (49th) and Chris
Thielemann (56th). All of the Pirate runners estab
lished personal best times in the meet.
The Pirates finished second with a total of 54
points. The University of South Carolina at
Spartanburg won their third straight PBAC title
with a team total of 44. Kennesaw State finished
third with 89, followed by Francis Marion with 90,
Pembroke State with 92, Georgia College 173 USC
Aiken 194, Lander 198, Columbus 229 and Augusta

Steve Mathis helps Gabi Hauck after
_hersecond plancefinish.

The ASC women took third place in the women's
co",p"'"on-n* Pirates

a total of 78 points.

finished the meet with

Gabi Hauck took second place for ASC in a
personal best time of 20.03 to earn All-PBAC recog
s
nition.
T
^?|rPlrat'!!n,lshers wereTraci Brackett (12th),
Lynn Williams (17th), Anna Johnson (19th), Beverly

Patrick Babula and Blaise Willis congradulate each other on
the Pirates' second place finish in the PBAC Championship.
All Cross Country Photos by D arrell Stephens

Special Thanks to Darrell Ste
phens and Jon Wright on the
Sports Contributions!
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W'mer °1St) and Jodi Hatfield

estahl '
°fthe Pirate's
established their best times in the meet.
311 SCVen

Lander University won their third straight title
with a total of 41 points. They were followed by
Kennesaw State's 62, ASC, Pembroke State at 115
rancis Marions 120, USC Aiken 134, Columbus
182, Georgia College 183 and Augusta's 204.
ASC s Lynn Williams, who finished
17th, sprints to the finish line at the
PBAC Championships in Augusta.
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T5
Doubles Team Wins National Championship
ArmstroneState'swomen's
n i c team
m
Armstrong
State's women's fpn
tennis
added another trophy to the case as the
team of Regina Wieser and Sanggeetha
Vijayakuroar won the Rolex Division II
National Small College Championships in
Edmond, Oklahoma on October 30th.
Wieser and Vijayakumar defeated a
team from Pace University, 3-6,6-4,6-3 in
the DII title match. ASC's pair had beaten
doubles teams from Air Force and St.
Joseph's (IN) to advance to the champion
ship.
The Division II Championship gave
Wieser and Vijayakumar the right to play
in the Small College Super Bowl for the
overall title. The Pirate duo managed to
win their first match in the Super Bowl
against the Division III Champion, The
Univefsity of the South, 6-1, 6-0, before
fallingjto Tyler (TX) Junior College in the
final, 6-1,6-0.

' I U»» D „1.
•
The Rolex tournamentbrings together
the Division II, Division III, NAIA and
Junior College Rolex Regional winners to
play for their respective titles. Those four
winners then play in the Super Bowl for the
overall National Champinship.
In other play, Wieser rallied to finish
fifth in women s singles play, after losing in
the first round to Mary Quasney of St.
Joseph s, 7-5,4-6,4-6. Wieser won her next
two matches for the fifth place finish.
The ASC men's doubles team of
Philipp Schertel and Thorsten Hackhe,
finished as the runner-up in Division II,
losing 7-5, 4-6, 3-6 to a doubles team from
Lander University in the championship
match.

Schertel and Hackhe defeated teams
from Abilene Christian and Hampton
University on their way to the title match.

'Darrell Stephens

Regina Weiser and Sanggeetha Vijayakumar are the Rolex Division II
National Champions in Women's Doubles.
Darren Stephens

The Inkwell congratulates all pf
ASC's Athletic teams, and !
wishes them the best of luck in
the new year!

Timex Fitness Week
(October 18-24)

Winners
Timex Condition Competition
Fittest Man on Campus:
Fittest Woman on Campus:

Michael Hopton
Marcelle Keefe

Scavenger Hunt
Vicki Aeger
Stephanie Stapleton

Anne Brantley
Kemper Quarles
Kristen

Team Triathlon
Dan Spencer

Matt Fritch

Bobby Sprinkel

Singles Triathlon
Patrick Babula

Stationary Airdvne Bike Competition
Anne Brantley
ASC Tennis Player Regina Weiser took 5th place in women's singles at
the Rolex Small College National Championships.
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ASC Volleyball Results

Intramural and
Recreational
Activities

ChprWtnn South?™ defeated ASC
6.15-14-16.9-15
Division I Charleston Southern swept the Pirates
3-0 in a match played in the Pirates Den on October 19th.
Sherrene Benedict had 12 kils for ASC. Marcia Morgan added 10 kills and 14 digs.

Winter Quarter

Aerobic Exercise
Basketball
Bowling
Outdoor Soccer
Pillo Polo
One-on-One Basketball
Free Throw Contest
Weight Lifting Contest 3-Point Shooting Contest
Shick Super Hoops
3-on-3 Basketball

2-on-2 Basketball

%

began play on
Tuesday, November 2nd

Teams will be playing
on Tuesday & Thursdays
^Th^^re^cu^nt^^te^s^

If you're
interested in playing
in a

COED
FLAG
FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
to be held on the
ASC Campus
Sign-up with

Lynn Roberts
(927-5339)

IMMEDIATE! vm
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Francis Marion defeated ASC
4.1 S.I 5.9.4.15.4.15
Francis Marion defeated visiting ASC 3-1 in a Peach Belt Athletic Conference match.
Benedict had 10 kills to lead the Pirates
Pembroke State defeated ASC
5.15.11.15.4.15
Pembroke State, the pre-season favorite in the PBAC, dropped ASC to 0-4 in conference play, taking a 3-0
win in Pembroke, NC.
Benedict had 14 kills and 15 digs to pace the Pirates.
ASC defeated Augusta
15-7.15-6.15-9
The Pirates rang up their first PBAC win with a 3-0 decision in Augusta.
Benedict had 13 kills and 22 digs to lead the way.
WEST GEORGIA INVITATIONAL
M.U.W. Defeated ASC
4-15.1-15.15-9,3-15
The eventual tournament Champion,Mississippi University for Women defeated ASC 3-1 in the first round
of the West Georgia Invitational in Carrolton, Georgia.
Morgan had 12 kills and 11 digs to lead the Pirates.
'V1
oo
ASC defeated West Georgia
15-12.15-7,14.16.15-8
ASC defeated host West Georgia for the second time this year, 3-1.
Benedict had 17 kills. Sara Stroud added 16 in the win.
Tusculum defeated ASC
15-11.15-10.11-15,11.15.9.15
ASC jumped out to a 2-0 lead but saw Tusculum come back with three straight wins to take the Pirates third
match in the West Georgia Invitational.
Benedict had her best night of the season, posting 26 kills and 24 digs in the loss. Sara Stroud and Melanie
Methe led the Pirates with 33 and 32 digs respectively.
ASC defeated 1ISC Ailrpn
15-6.8-15.5-15.15-9.15.11
Playing league foe USC Aiken, the Pirates came awy with a 3-2 win ovr the Pacers in the second (Saturday)
day of the WG Invitational.
The win marked the first time that ASC had ever beaten USCA.
Benedict had 23 kills and 23 digs to lead the win. Nicole Smith, returning after knee surgery, added 15 kills
and Methe and Stroud had 29 digs each.
Jacksonville State defeated ASC
6-15.15.11.11.15,^| ?
Jacksonville State beat ASC 3-1 in the Pirates fifth match in Carrolton.
Benedict had 15 kills and 17 digs.
North Alabama defeated
, », .
,
_
14-16,16-14,6-15,7-15
North Alabama beat ASC 3-1 to give the Pirates a 2-4 record in the tournamet, good for a tie for fourth.
<nct had *4 kills and Smith 13 in the loss. Benedict had 22 digs and Stroud 23
A erv
,
ASC s record stands at 16-16 on the season following the tournament.

r
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Intramural Results
Flag Football
Sunday, October 24th

Women's Final Standings
(Regular Season)
X.
Longshots
2.
New Breed
3.
BSU

WomenV Results
New Breed defeated BSU

Tournament Champion
Untouchables

Men's Results
AMC 7
Beefeaters 0
Scoring: AMC (Quarles 7) TD pass; Arnold (to
Quarles)
New Breed 20
Untouchables 12
Scoring: NB (Hamilton 7, Baker 6, Adkins 6, Williams
1) TD pass; Zittrauer (to Adkins) Williams (to Baker)
UNT (Ballard 6, Butler 6) TD pass; LeVan 2 (to Bal
lard and to Butler)

Punting Contest Champion
Rusty Zittrauer
Teams representing ASC in the Georgia Col
legiate Flag Football Championships in
Statesboro
Men
New Breed
Untouchables
Women
Longshots
New Breed

Untouchables 35
AMC 0
Scoring: UNT (Wooten 15, Ballard 6, Wilson 6, Wren
6, Meegan 2) TD pass; LeVan 4 (to Ballard, Wilson,
Wren, Wooten) Carter (to Wooten)
New Breed 20
Beefeaters 0
Scoring: ND (Williams 12, Zittrauer 6, Hamilton 1,
Anderson 1) TD pass; Zittrauer 2 (to Williams 2)
Men's Final Standings
(Regular Season)
1.
New Breed
2.
Untouchables
3.
AMC
4.
Beefeaters
5.
BSU
6.
The Tribe

Men's Volleyball
(Final League Standings)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mossimo
Foreigners
Whoever
Generics
BSU

10-0
8-2
5-5
4-6
2-8

A double elimination tournament began Mon
day, November 1st, and was to be concluded on
November 8th.
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1993-94 Women's Basketball
The Guards
If experience counts for
anything,ASC's strength should be found
in the backcourt.
Returningare second teamAll-PB AC
selections Yolando Oliver and Jennifer
Teeple. The 5'9" Oliver, a junior from
Bryan County HS, is on track to rewrite
numerous career records for the Pirates.
Besides being named to the 1992-1993
All-PBAC team, she was the 1991-1992
Peach Belt Rookie of the Year. Oliver led
the Pirates in scoring and assists last year
with 13.3 ppg and 3 .8 apg.
Teeple, a sophomore from St.
Vincent's Academy in Savannah, came
on like gangbusters in January after
injuries limited her playing time prior to
the Christmas break. In her first start
Teeple scored 15 points against defending
PBAC Co-Champion Georgia College.
She went on from there to set the PBAC
record for three pointers in agame, hitting
eight on twooccasions, onceagainst PBAC
Champion USC Spartanburg and once
against Columbus.
Teeple set an ASC record with 59
three's in the season.
Also returning for the Pirates is two
year letterwinnerDebraMorrell. The 5'7"
junior from Albany (GA), showed promise

Preview: The Lady Pirates

as a freshman before a knee injury felled
her nine games into the season. Morrell
saw limited action last year as she worked
her way back into shape after a redshirt
year to rehabilitate the knee. She could be
as serious a three point threat as Teeple if
she has rounded back into form.
Also expected to help run the show
for the Pirates are Carina Edmond, a 5'6"
freshman from Dublin (GA) HS; Angie
Mickel, a 5'7" freshmen from Sequoyah
(GA) HS and Christy Johansen, a 5'10"
senior from St. Vincent's Academy who
returns to the hardwood after a two year
absence.

The Forwards

There's not as much depth and
experience at the forward spot for ASC as
there is in the backcourt, but the cupboard
certainly isn't bare.
Returning are 5'10" senior Marva
Lindsay, who last year set the ASC single
season record for steals with 97 and led
the team with 8.9 rebounds per game.
Lindsay wasn't limited to defensive skills
though, finding the time to score 11.6 ppg
on a team high .519 field goal percentage.
Even better for head coach Lenny Passink
is the fact that Lindsay posted those
numbers while playing out of p osition at
center. The Kingston, Jamaica, native

Presenting the 1993-1994 Lady Pirates
will return to her natural spot, at forward,
this season.
Also back for the Pirates is 5'8"
sophomore, Kristi Steele, a starter in 19
games a year ago. Steele scored 4.5 ppg
and was third on the team with 5.8
rebounds a game.
Expected to push for playing time are
J oha nsen, AngelaFoote,a5'10"freshman

ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
1993-1994
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

LOCATION

Fri.,Nov 19

Rotary Classic Tournament
Armstrong State vs Claflin
Piedmont vs North Georgia
Rotary Classic Tournament
Consolation Game
Championship Game
Savannah State
Brewton-Parker
Brewton Parker
Coker
Florida Tech
Georgia College +
USC Spartanburg +
Lander +
Columbus +
Augusta +
Pembroke State +
Francis Marion +
Savannah State
USC Aiken +
Augusta +
USC Spartanburg +
Columbus +
Francis Marion +
Lander +
Pembroke State +
USC Aiken +
Georgia College +
Peach Belt Tournament

Dahlonega,GA

Sat..Nov 20

Tue.,Nov. 23
Thu.,Dec. 2
Mon.,Dec. 6
Wed.Dec. 8
Sal.,Dec. 11
Thu.Jan. 6
Sat.,Jan. 8
Mon.,Jan. 10
Sat.,Jan. 15
Mon.,Jan. 17
Sat.,Jan. 22
Mon.,Jan. 24
Wed., Jan. 26
Sat.,Jan. 29
Mon.,Jan. 31
Sat.,Feb. 5
Mon.,Feb. 7
Thu.,Feb. 10
Mon.,Feb. 14
Sat.,Feb. 19
Mon.,Feb. 21
Sat.,Feb. 26
Mar.,1-5

+ Peach Belt Athlet ic Conference
All times listed are EST

Dahlonega,GA

Savannah, GA
Pirates Den
Mt. Vernon, GA
Hartsville, SC
Pirates Den
Milledgeville, GA
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Pembroke, NC
Florence,SC
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Augusta
Spartanburg, SC
Columbus, GA
Pirates Den
Greenwood, SC
Pirates Den
Aiken, SC
Pirates Den
Augusta,GA

September 8,1993

TIME

2:00
6:00
2:00
6:00
7:00
5:30

6:00
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

Jon Wright

from Kingston, Jamaica, and 5'10" junior
Anissia Cole, a transfer from Milwaukee
Tech.
Johansen is returning to basketball
after concentrating on volleyball for the
past two seasons. In her first two seasons
on the basketball floor she flashed signs of
a soft shooting touch. Her volleyball
success (where she set 12 school records)
could give her the confidence to step
forward as a scoring threat.
Foote has limited basketball
experience having played net-ball in
Jamaica.
Cole will see some action at the
forward spot but will be used mostly in the
middle.

The Centers
With Lindsay making the switch to
forward, Passink will be looking for
someone to fill the middle for the Pirates.
He may not have to look too far.
Nicole Smith, a6'junior from Florida
CC boasts excellent credentials, including
first team All-State in the Florida juco
ranks. She was also named FCCJ's Most
Valuable Player in the '92-93 season.
Cole could be just as capable. Passink
thinks she could be a very strong post
player and that she will add some strength
in the paint.
Although Foote has limited
experience, she is solid enough athletically
to have made the Jamaican National Net
Ball team.

6:00
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
TBA

Overview

The Pirates returning players
proven they can play, as evidenced
seasons third place PBAC finish wi
All-PBAC selections.
The key to a successful season •
how much the newcomers can contt
If someone from that group steps for
and the bench provides some fo
depth, ASC could be a threat in 1
play.
-Darrell Stephens
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recruiting trail with assistant Scott
Groninger, and the pair came home with
a group that they feel not only contains
talent, but depth and work ethic as well.
The newcomers accounted for a
winning percentage of almost 70 percent
last year in their respective programs.
Mills explained his recruiting efforts
this way, "We looked for young men who
not only won games, but who understood
the work ethic it takes to win."

The Backcourt

Presenting the
A new year... a new season... new
faces...lots of new faces!! Armstrong State
will have no less than 10 newcomers for
the 1993-1994 basketball season.
The only holdovers from last seasons
15-12 campaign are juniors Shon Perry
and Stacy McClain.

Gone is three-year letterwinner Mike
Harner, the Pirates floor leader for the
past three years. Harner finished his career
at ASC fifth in all-time assists with 367.
Perry returns and will be expected to
Jon Wright
1993-1994 Pirates.
step forward and provide leadership while
putting in time at the shooting guard.
Perry and McClain started 24 games
Expected to help fill the void at the
between them last year, with both making
point will be Johnny Galyon and David
significant contributions, but they are the
Keeling.
only returnees.
Galyon played for a Sullivan (KY)
Don't feel sorry for Mills and the
Junior
College team that advanced to the
Pirates however.
NJCAA National finals both years he was
The third year head coach took to the

ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
1993-1994
MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
PATE

OPPONENT

LOCATION

TIME

Mon.,Nov.22
Wed.,Nov. 24
Fri.,Nov. 26

Savannah State
Edward Waters
North Florida Tournament
Armstrong State vs. Queens (NC)
Valdosta State vs. North Florida
North Florida Tournament
Loser Game 1 vs. Loser Game 2
Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2
Rollins Tournament
ASC vs. Kentucky State
Rollins vs. Bluefield (WV) State
Rollins Tournament
Loser Game 1 vs. Loser Game 2
Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2
Coker

Civic Center
Pirates Den
Jacksonville, FL

5:00
7:30

Sat.,Nov. 27

Fri.,Dec. 3

Sat,Dec. 4

Wed.,Dec. 8
Fri.,Dec. 10
Wed.,Dec. 15
Mon.,Jan. 3
Thurs.,Jan. 6
Sat.,Jan. 8
Mon.,Jan. 30
Sat.,Jan. 15
Mon.Jan. 17
Sat.,Jan. 22
Mon.,Jan. 24
Sat.,Jan. 29
Mon.Jan. 31
Sat.,Feb. 5
Mon.,Feb. 7
Thurs., Feb. 10
Mon.,Feb. 14
Sat.,Feb. 19
Mon.,Feb 21
Sat.,Feb 26
Mar., 1-5
June 17

7:00
9:00
Jacksonville, FL
7:00
9:00
Orlando, FL

6:00
8:00
Orlando, FL

Hartsville, SC

Kennesaw State

Pirates Den

Edward Waters
Kennesaw State
Georgia College +

Jacksonville, FL
Marietta, GA
Milledgeville, GA

USC Spartanburg +
Lander +
Columbus +
Augusta +

Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Pirates Den
Pirates Den

Pembroke State +
Francis Marion +

USC Aiken +
Augusta +
USC Spartanburg +
Columbus +

Francis Marion +
Lander +

Pembroke State +
USC Aiken +

Georgia College +
Peach Belt Tournament
GRADUATION

Pembroke, NC
Florence,SC

Pirates Den
Augusta,GA
Spartanburg, SC
Columbus, GA

Pirates Den
Greenwood, SC

Pirates Den
Aiken, SC

Pirates Den
Augusta,GA
Savannah Civic Center

6:00
8:00
7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

TBA
7:30

there.
Keeling comes from Dyersburg (TN)
State where he dished out 10 assists a
game for a team that finished second in the
nation in scoring in 1992-1993.
Brian Green, a 6'3" junior from Fort
Scott (KS) JC will provide quickness and
an intensity that saw him rebound at a 7.8
clip from his guard position last year at
Fort Scott.
Jock Page will becounted on to provide
scoring punch. The 6'3" junior can light
up the scoreboard, as evidenced by his 25
ppg scoring aveage last year at Volunteer
(TN) State JC.
Freshman Josh Berg is one of two
walk-ons on the 93-94 squad.

The Frontcourt
McClain leads the returnees at
forward. He scored 2.7 ppg with 2.2
rebounds in a part time starting role last
year.
Heath Schroyer, an early signee last
year, scored 15 points per game at Kings
River (CA) JC and was named to three
all-tournament teams. He has the
reputation of a "step-up" type of player.
Schroyer played his high school basketball
for the legendary Morgan Wooten at
DeMatha Catholic (MD).
Also expected to provide major
contributions are Travis Kirgan, a 6'5"
transfer from Southeastern (IA) CC and
Artagus Williams.
Williams played for perennial NJCAA
power Kankakee (IL) CC where he scored
11.5 ppg as a sophomore. The Cavaliers
came within one game of the NJCAA
National Finals in each of the past two
seasons.
Williams impressed people enough to
be chosen to play in the Illinois NorthSouth All-Star game.
Dusan Stevic, a 6'11" transfer from
Oklahoma City University, will be the
tallest Pirate since Mark Bielak (6*10")
took the floor for ASC way back in 1981.

Overview
Although the Pirates do not have a
wealth of returnees, Mills is excited about
the 1993-1994 season.
Pre-season conditioning has revealed
a group that appears to have a solid work
ethic, an imperative ingredient in Mills
scheme of intense defensive pressure.
The Pirates may have enough
interchangeable parts to play nine or ten
people who are all capable on any pa
rticular
night of being the catalyst to ASC success.
It doesn't look like opponents will be able
to focus on stopping the Bucs by keying
on any one individual.
-Darrell Stephens

| + Peach Belt Athletic Conference
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Theatre Review: The Passion of Dracula
The tale of Dracula has been on read
ing lists for High School and College stu
dents alike for as long as I've been around.
Bella Lugosi, Frank Langella, and now David
Stames have all been cast as the vampire of
lore. David Starnes, 1 must admit, is the
first I've had the pleasure of observing first
hand, yet his performance was admirable
and enjoyable. The rest of the Masquers
who entertained four audiences over die
Halloween weekend with "The Passion of
Dracula" may well be commended for bril
liant performances.
Under the direction of Dr. Peter
Mellen the Masquers were able to put
together an able cast, provide an authenti
cated European Manor for a set, and all
within one month's time, surelya record for
a play of such caliber. Annette Logue and

The office of Career
Planning & Placement
has added a newservice
called Resume Expert.
It is a free resume and
cover letter software
package to assist seniors
with their job search.
User's need only to
supply a disk for a
Macintosh computer
and resume paper.
Come by the Office of
Career Planning &
Placement, 2nd floor of
MCC or call 927-5269
for more information.
***

Rae Ritzel, as stage and floor manager re
spectively, managed the special effects
which authenticated the play and tingled
the spine of the viewer.
The storyis simpleenough (Yeah,sure).
Count Dracula (Starnes) has come from his
Transylvanian home to find his bride-tobe, one Wilhelmina Murray (Shelley Car
roll). But in order to claim her for a bride,
Dracula must first turn a few locals into the
undead, enlist the support ofa lunatic named
Renfield (M.H. Clark) that eats live insects
(raisins) to ingest their "life force", fight
the love for Wilhelmina held by the roving
reporter, Jonathon Harker (Michael Prior),
and battle the wits of Dr. Abraham Van
Helsing (Jessie Jones).
In the end,
Wilhemina gets to kill the Vampire, and
the lights dim to a thunderous applause.

Carroll presented a wonderful maiden suave, sophisticated, and imposing Count
in distress, with Maria Carie screams that Dracula, a character he played with effec
curdled the blood. Jones as Van Helsing tive results. Throughout the whole play,
was a believable character, providing a only three or four lines seemed to be amiss
German accent that competes well with for the whole cast, and the overall impres
any Ingrid I've ever known. The rest of the sion when leaving the theater was one of
supporting cast, Robert Rees as Lord Gor satisfaction.
I've never been to Broadway to see
don Godalming, Catherine Oliver-Hughes
as Dr. Helga Van Zandt, Michael Ander "CATS" or "The Phantom of the Opera",
son asDr. Cedric Seward,and Sandra Straub and anybody may know that I'm not Ebert.
as Jameson (the maid), all provided excel But 1 will give a standing ovation and even
lent support for the two-hour play which I a thumbs up for the performance and the
found very entertaining (with free admis performers of "The Passion of Dracula". It
sion, I wish everyone would have had the was the best performance money didn't
have to buy.
chance to attend.)
Dracula, although the feature of "The
Passion of Dracula.", had very few scenes.
-Abdi Humphries
Though he stands only five foot, eight
inches or so, David Starnes portrayed a very

MATH QUIZ
WHICH TAC WOULD YOU CHOOSE?
At Welsh Pawn Shops, we
have the same merchandise
you find in retail stores, but
it's priced about 40-50%
lower. It doesn't take
Einstein to figure out
that's a great deal.
ce+oi j out"
Welsh carries gold,
prices prices
jewelry. TVs. VCRs,
stereos, camcorders and
much more. We even have a
store right across from the
Armstrong campus, at Sav-

annah Crossings. And if you
TV, VCR, stereo,
Welsh
jewelry, or most .d ft>Wn
Aberuyn
any item of value •50"
that you want to -T
iVi "
pawn. You can
even pawn your
car title, get instant cash and
drive away with the car.
So come on over and shop
around. Your savings will
really add up.

PAWN SHOP
DOWNTOWN
402 W. Broughton
233-1356

SAVANNAH CROSSINGS
13051 Abercorn
927-1177

MIDTOWN
5521 Abercorn
352-4474

EASTSIDE
2800 Skidaway Rd
356-9100

GARDEN CITY
5150 Augusta Road
966-5604

J eople and LPfcaces lonp ape* and J-ar away.
J >'/

Smuggling, Anyone?

/lure I/a

bizarre. And yet, as we were to learn,
lives of conscientious customs officials
The victim's body was found in a were more than once in jeopardy. The
pool of blood on the floor, clutching in
case of the pencil-sharpening boss in
his hand a pencil he was sharpening the Customs House was preceded in the
only minut es before. The quickly ap 17 th century by the stabbing death of a
prehended p erpetrator confessed later Maryland collector, following adispute
that he had approached his boss from over taxes, and the even more dramatic
behind and clubbed him to death with demise of a collector, years later, while
an iron sash we ight, all because of the pursuing a pirate ship.
rage he felt over his superior's criticism
Ha! Now, we're getting into the
of his work. The time was 1957, and the more fascinating eccentricities of life!
place — Savannah's U.S. Customs While the real historians among us, —
House on the corner of Bull and Bay like Dr. Gross who harbors a quiet love
Street.
for tariffs, and Dr. Arens who secretly
A crime of passion in a sublime compares all statistics to those of Old
Federal building?
Russia—, wanted information pertain
When the members of the ing to economical data, the more mun
Phi Alpha Theta at the US Customs House
Armstrong's History Honor Society met dane minds of our group initiated a line
last month for their traditional "outing of questioning which dealt with board plum liqueur, from my occasional trips Slovenian drinking songs, my friend
of the quarter" in the lobby of the U.S. ing foreign ships and trying to commu to former Yugoslavia. Crossing the bor and I arrived at the Vienna Sued
Customs House, a columned show piece nicate with non-English speaking crew der to Austria on the train, one time, Bahnhof, awakened by fellow-travel
of Savannah-Greek architecture, they men, as well as incidents, such as the my friend and I knew that we carried ers from our peaceful sleep, refreshed,
were prepared to be instructed about Marielle boat people's arrival in the more than was permissible, when we and having forgotten all about customs
serious business; and they were. But harbor of Savannah, a few years ago. heard the Austrian customs officials duties.
Today, with access in Europe wid
they also began slowly to realize that The only reason, why nobody seemed enter the compartment next to ours.
the business of customs was not at all to notice anymore my inquiry about Apparently, they were not in a forgiv ened to newly created countries, trav
ing mood when they discovered some eling remains challenging, and only
that cut and dry.
the import of "wild women" —now
Mr. L yman Davidson, the Assis we'll never know about the profound fellow vacationers' extra bottle or two the kind of taxable items have changed.
tant Director of the Customs district of intricacies concerning this important of Slivovits. They pounced on it and a My best girlfriend in Vienna insists that
Savannah, gave our small group an social question—, must have been the short dispute erupted, in which one of the freshest and fattest Christmas goose
expert's overview of his peoples' mis prospect ofrefrc.-hing ourselves shortly the unfortunate souls uncorked the to be had can only come from Poland,
bottle and poured the precious liquid and has smuggled a feathered critter
sion, which according to the Tariff Act at the near river front.
out the window, rather
than relin across two borders, by stuffing it under
of 1930, consists of the control of carri
quishing
it.
This
was,
of
course,
a "no, the driver's seat in her car. And while
ers, persons, and articles entering and
So, after wall Ir.g down the cobble
no,"
and
while
the
consternated
offi I freely d eclared last summer my pur
departing the U.S., and the assessment stones and occu; virsg the porch of the
cials
claimed
their
rights
to
confisca
chases of Slovakian cheese and Hun
and collection of customs duties on Italian Cafe, we \ st on exotic coffee
tion
of
this
contraband,
my
friend
and
garian
honey tothe "Zoll" officials upon
imported merchandise.
(check out "Lacy Godiva!") and sinful
I, in the next compartment, began to my return from across the borders, an
While this might sound like music deserts, still reflecting on some of the
deliberate about our similar situation. other friend of mine, only recently, got
in a government bureaucrat's ear, who interesting facts of the customs busi
We decided to drink the contents a kick out of smuggling a Persian lamb
can only swoon over the idea of raising ness.
of the one forbidden bottle right there coat, purchased for his wife on a busi
revenues in the amount of billions of
Dr. Arens only smiles enigmati
and then; it was only about a pint and ness trip to Russian Georgia, past un
dollars a year, th ere also exists a third cally at the mentioning of vodka smug
a half. When the two other people in suspecting airport officials.
part of the customs' mission: it is the gling in Russia, as 1 try to convey why
our compartment produced a small glass,
America may rest assured though,
prevention of fraud and smuggling. And smuggling in Europe is different. It's a
—Germanics are forever efficient!— that her citizens, if not due to a lack of
undoubtedly, this is an aspect which kind of pastime people love to engage
we willingly let them partake of our opportunity, have more respect for this
suggests a certain vulnerability as well in, on a small scale, of course, on a
liable libation. Alternately taking swal branch of the government. After all, its
as stimulates adventurous minds.
continent where borders between dif
lows from the bottle, we quickly emp prowess of producing revenue is awe 
The pursuit of this important goal ferent countries are frequent, rather
tied half of the contents, when the some and beats the unpopular IRS.
has produced loads of seized items, ex than non-existent, like in the vast fifty officials entered our compartment. As
Already once, in 1835, customs fees
amples of which are exhibited in glass states of the U.S.A. Even though cer
my friend, in the last minute, had also were used t o reduce the national debt
cases of the Customs House lobby. tain amounts of most everything can be
extracted a prosciutto ham sandwich to zero. While today's raised five billion
While counterfeit Rollex watches may taken freely across borders, travelers, from his rucksack, into which he heart
dollars (—yes, Sir!—) would affect our
appear innocent enough, drug para possibly less drilled in good citizenship, ily bit, we threw the officials in a kind
mammoth budget only slightly, who
phernalia still trivial —except for the or stung by the memory of hard times in of semi-sense of duty-dilemma, result
knows what other great things could be
more exotic opium smoking pipes—,
war situations, seem to be compelled to ing in their leaving us alone. After all,
done with it? After all, at the beginning
®d fighting coc k spurs slightly out of play cat and mouse with customs offi there was no law against consuming a
of the 19th century, somebody even
e ordinary, the violent death of cus
cials.
snack on the train.
had the idea of using customs revenues
Like many vacationers, years ago, I
toms officials in the line of duty seems
I remember that after some merri to pay ransom to Barbary pirates.
to reach rathe r into the realm of the used to bring back Slivovits, a potent ment, complete with singing of
Hillary Clinton, start thinkin'!
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To Your Health
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Sponsored By the ASC Chapter of the Georgia Association of Nursing Students

Happy Holidays

In the spirit of the holiday season to
come, this column is dedicated to the
health of those in the community less for
tunate than ourselves. Christmas and
Thanksgiving are a time to remember our
neighbors and to give some ofwhat wehave
to those who have so little. It seems in these
troubling economic times that what we
have to give is dwindling quickly. But, the
solution is not always to dig deep into our
pockets and search for that loose change to
give to the Shriners or to grudgingly agree
to send money to each of the many phone
solicitors that call on behalf of the disad
vantaged. There is another alternative:
Volunteer!!
In 1989,98 million Americans volun
teered an average of 4 hours a week for a
total of $20.5 billion hours annually. This
amounted to $169.6 Billion worth of time.
An estimated 5 - 35% of the 12 million
college students volunteered. For college
students, time may be more abundant than
money.
The beauty of volunteering lies in the
many choices available. There isan organi
zation that will fit each person's individual
interests and abilities. If youdon't believe it
just speak with Audrey Fleming, Volunteer
Coordinator for the Voluntary Action Cen
ter. Perhaps you would like to volunteer at
a hospital, nursing home or at hospice.
Maybe your desire is to work with disabled
children or adults, teach someone how to

J

read, or assist the homeless. Ms. Fleming is
sure to find the right organization for you.
At the beginning of November, The Vol
untary Action Center had a total of 1,611
adult and student volunteers. These volun
teers are recruited and referred to 137 non
profit organizations including the United
Way Agencies. Ms. Fleming interviews all
volunteers and helps to place them with an
organization where they are best suited.
In addition, the Voluntary Action
Center "Lend A Hand" column appears
every Sunday in the Accent section of the
Savannah paper. This column lists the
immediate volunteer needs oforganizations
around Savannah. Other avenues to vol
unteering include church and local civic
organizations.
The possibilities are endless and most
organizations are so thankful for volun
teers, they are willing to work around your
schedule. Perhaps you can give a few hours
a week - Great! But if you can only give a
few hours a month, that is fine also.
So here's your chance to make a differ
ence, change the world in ways you would
like to see i t changed and benefit from your
efforts. Volunteering broadens one's hori
zons, teaches interpersonal skills and opens
up networks. Give a little of yourself and
find out how much you get in return.
For further information contact Audrey
Fleming at 651-7700.

The Inkwell
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Attention Bi^NafSfng and Nursing Students:
WIN $100011 Johnson and Johnson is sponsor
ing an essaycontest /The topic: "My Most Memo
rable Patient®. First prize includes $1000 and an
expense pfid tril to the National Student Nurses
Association national convention. The second
place winner receives $500 and: th|rO*||lipe re
ceives $i00. £# m%e information Contact a j
GANS cfecer or take a look at the GANS j
activity board on the second floor of the Health
Professions Building across fromjroom 235.
Special thanks to Sheila Hawprtbj
Karen j
Kozlpwski for representing GANS at the Pooler|
Elementary Scho!)l health Fair. They held blood|
pressure screeningsfor faculty and parents during
open house.
FOOD; DRIVE: A food drive to benefit the
homeless is being sponsored by fhe ASC chapter
or the GANS organization. Please donate canned
good#br any ncm-pemsh|a|>le foods. Collection
boxls will beplaced in the hallways of the Health
Professions Building and in tHe lobby of the
Memorial College Center. Thallks! We appreci
ate all of your Support.

Health and Fitness: By Ronni Tyger

"I'm tired and I'm bored and I can't
stand another re-run of the CosbyShow.
My chips are stale; My be er seems flat
Maybe I'll just take a nap...again."
If this sounds familiar, maybe you
should seriously consider getting offyour
can and exercising. An effective exercise
program takes little time and the benefits
can not be beat. The American College
of Sports Medicine (ACSM) recently
released their new position on "The Rec
ommended Quantity and Quality of Exercise for Developing and Maintaining

Cardiorespiratory and Muscular Fitness
in Healthy Adults." This paper replaces
the Position Stand from 1978 and in
cludes resistance training as a staple for
good fitness.
The ACSM recommends that you
exercise 3 to5 times per weekfor 20 to 60
minutes (dependentupon intensity). Ex
ercisesshould activelyuse the largemuscle
groups and should be maintained con
stantly for the exercise session.
Exercising at an intensity equal to
50-85% of your maximum heart rate re
serve is recommended. This can be com
puted easily:
(220) - (AGE) - Heart rate at rest
(beats per minute) x 50% + Heart rate at
rest.
OR
(220) - (AGE) - Heart rate at rest
(beats per minute) x 85% + Heart rate at
rest.
This gives you a range to maintain
during workouts. For a 20 year-old with

a resting heart rate of 70, the formula
reveals a target range between 148 and
187 beats per minute.
(220) - (20) - (70) =130 x.50 = 65 +
70 = 135
(220) - (20) - (70) = 130 x .85 =
110.5 + 70 = 180.5
Exercises like running, walking, jog
ging, cycling, roller-blading, dancing, rope
skipping, stair climbing, and swimming
all maintain continuous activity of the
large muscle groups. Some appropriate
sports include tennis, racquetball, bas
ketball, soccer, hockey, and ultimate
ff isbee. ACSM also suggests a resistance
training routine at least 2 days per week.
The sessionshould include strength train
ing of moderate intensity. Sets of8 to 12
repetitions of 8 to 10 different exercises
are recommended. Completing a tenst ition circuit of stationary weight ma
chines will help develop and maintain
fat-free weight as well aselevate metabo
lism.

A suggested exercise routine could
include45 minutes of low-intensityaero
bic exercise, like a pick-up game of bas
ketball, tennis, or a low-impact aerobic
class on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri
days, and a 30 minute resistance training
session working the muscles of the le gs,
abdomen, back, chest, and armson Tues
days and Thursdays. This entire exercise
program can be done right here on cam
pus between classes and will take le ss
than 3 and a half hours a week wi th
weekends free for other non-construc
tive activities.
If you don't think you have enough
time for an exercise program, consider
this: most Americans watch more than
three hours of TV every day. So turn off
the TV or wake up from that "extra nap
and exercise. If you exercise just a little
every day, long-term improvements in
your health will add healthy years toyout
life.
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ATTENTION ALL NURSING STUDENTS!
KAPLAN
NCLEX-R.N. REVIEW
PREPARATION FOR THE FEBRUARY '94
NCLEX-R.N.

TEST DATE:
COURSE LOCATION:
DIAGNOSTIC TEST:

FEBRUARY 2 & 3 1994
ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
SAVANNAH
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
DECEMBER 4, 1993

SECTION RNO294-02
SESSION 1
SESSION 2
SESSION 3
SESSION 4
SESSION 5
SESSION 6
SESSION 7
SESSION 8
SESSION 9
SESSION 10

Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sat
Sun
Sat

January 8
January 8
January 9
January 15
January 15
January 16
January 22
January 22
January 23
January 29

9:00 am - 1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm
2:00 pm - 6:30 pm
1:00 pm - 5:30 pm
9:00 am - 1:30 pm

^SPECIAL TUITION OF $195.00 IF PAID IN FULL (SINGLE PAYMENT) BY DECEMBER 15. AFTER
DECEMBER 15: $295.00- TUITION MUST BE PAID IN FULL NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 27,
1993.

TO ENROLL: Tuition is payable to KAPLAN. Credit Card, cashier's check or money order will
be accepted. Please send your payment to:
KAPLAN
3384 Peachtree Road
Suite 400
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
Or phone in your credi t card enrollment to:
1-800-338-0289 The Atlanta Kaplan Chapter

The Inkwell

The new academic year has begun, and yes, the school officer positions are filling up
slowly, but steadily. The newest addition to the Guild of Publishing Queens is Annette
Logue, our new Geechee Editor. She received her acceptance on October 20th, andshe s
got her work cut out for her- filing through the multitude of clubs, organizations,
departments, and social events, finding the pictures of professors that might affect their
tenure, and sifting through the assortment of fonts, typesets, and background colors to
come up with a winning annual for the 1993-94 school year at ASC.
Logue already has work to the scalpline, with her position as Assistant Editor to the
Inkwell, mother of three, and devoted housewife (herhusband must be one patient fella).
She just recently finished her duty as Stage Supervisor for 'The Passion of Dracula. Oh
yeh, she's also one of the best people you could ever meet in your life, considering she has
a busier daily agenda than the Pope. So, we canall be happy to have an able body in office
(if only she would run for congress).
Logue is even spicing up that boring yearly pleading that goes on to get students to
take their class photos. Here's how it works. A competition will be held between the
school building's devoted inhabitants. The winning building will be the one that results
in the most class photos. Did you know that in years past, 800 class photos was an
accomplishment? Out of a student body of well over 5,000, that seems an incredible
statistic to me. If you want your picture in the next annual, it is imperative that you assist
the editor in her efforts. The best way to decide where to go for your picture is to find the
one you spend the most time in, or you could just pick the most convenient. The building
that wins will be provided with doughnuts and coffee for all who participated for that
group. Isn't that just too cool (What that editor won't do for her favorite school).
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Annette Logue looks for new staff members.

BA Baker

The scheduled dates and locations for photograph taking are as
follows:
Date
Building
Room
Thursday, Nov. 11
Victor Hall
227 (conference Room)
Friday, November 12 MCC
Studio A
Monday, November 15
Gamble
106 (Dr.Nordquist's
Office)
Tuesday, November 16
Solms
103-104
Wednesday, November 17 Fine Arts
Mezzanine (upstairs lobby)
Thursday, November 18
Hawes
Coffee Room)
Monday, November 22
Health Professions Dental Hygiene recep
tion area
The times will be on the above days from 9 AM - 2 PM and 5 PM - 8:30 PM. If you're
interested, the Geechee Staff meetings will be held on the Second and fourth Tuesday
of the month. We can all give our support to Annette as she does her best to provide a
kickin' Geechee for this following year. I'm going to be in Hawes Hall on the 18th to
support the Biology Department. I'll see you in front of the camera.

Pumpkin Fun Run
Winners
1.1 Mile Course
Men:
Brian Blalock
Women: Julie Harwell

6:26
8:26

>

Beverly Engltjl

Pumpkin Fun Run Winners: Julie Harwell Julie
Oliver, Brian Blalock, and David Creasman.

2.2 Mile Course
Men:
David Creasman 14:20
Women: Julie Oliver
17:38
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Delta

Announces Jail and Bail Food Drive

EfsSSffiSsJS?
Km,ZCn!dur-

in,
upcomin. holidays.
holidav,
ing the upcoming
We would like faculty and students to
participate in this event by allowing us to
"kidnap" them on Wednesday, November
17,1993 from 11:30 to 1:30. They will be
set free from our exclusive Alpha Gamma
Delta "jail" when their respective depart
ment or organization pays the ransom of
gathered canned goods. The jail will be
located in the cafeteria. Refreshments will
be provided by the sorority for all prisoners.
The canned goods that are collected

Come Join the
Inkwell Staff!
We want your
participation!

NAME0FDEPAR™ENT°ROR^N.ZAT.ON:

"""T""1'I-"****b= appn.

dated. This year, we will accept a cash
donation to buy canned goods if your de
partment or organization is unable to col
lect the canned goods.
If your department or organization is
able to participate in this event, please fill
out the form below and return it to Alpha
Gamma Delta c/o the Student Activities
Office by Friday, November 12,1993. Also,
we need to know ifyouare unable todeliver
your ransom, and therefore need us to pick
it up. Thank you!!!

NAME OF VICTIM:

LOCATION VICTIM MAY BE KIDNAPPED:
(Between 11:30 and 1:30)
WILL YOU DELIVER RANSOM OR SHOULD WE PICK IT UP:
IF WE PICK UP, WHEN AND WHERE:
RETURN TO ALPHA GAMMA DELTA c/o STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE BY NOVEMBER 12, 1993.

HUUMINGVHM
ss stress stringing you out?
Find healthy ways to cope!

Tuesday
November 16, 1993
12:00 Noon

Career Library
2nd. Floor
Memorial College Center

more into.
It looks great
on a resume.

For more information call please call
Carol

Schmidt, 927-5271

The Inkwell
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Come Support The

Armstrong Hispanic Society
Dance or 5it and lUatch IDhile Enjoying a
'Noche Tropical/Tropical Night' in November
"Under the Stars!"

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER OTH
RADISSON PLAZA HOTEL
on the plaza, (Riverside)

FROM 7 P.M. until 11 P.M.

Latin American, Salsa, Lambada, Merengue
Reggae 8- American Top 40 Music
"•ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE***

$3.00 per person/ $5.00 per couple
A/N.

Call Armstrong D ept. of Languages & Lit
(912) 927-5289
Tickets $4 per person/ $6 pe- couple AT THE DOOR

**CASH BAR AND S NACKS AVAILABLE

Armst™s Hispanic Society

Cover Charges are Tax Deductible**

1 ne inkwell
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tMiss

Applications
ASC

are now available in the Office of
Student Activities.
Application Deadline is ^November ig,
J 993-

Dor more information call
Photo courtesy of Aurelia Roth, Pres. Phi Alpha Theta

l925~/i959'

The Newest Members of Phi
Alpha Theta, the International
History Honor Society*

3&e S7njfwe/f 7/2(/Gnjfwe/fs/a/?.tv/sAes
cz/fofyou a Sffiesvy TJt/Jcan GAr/s/snas
anc/7 J/uppy TJuc/an DCew^ear/
Jfczppy TJu/can J/oJ/ 'c/ays / 7@Je ev/sA
you //2e ZJu/can Ges//

or

Student Activities Cgiy53°°)•

Auditions
for a male vocalist, witfi some dancing
ability, to perform in the Miss ASC
'Pageant.
If you are interested please call Michele
ff15A959^

Student Activities
1927-53°°)•
or

Alpha Gamma Delta Announces New Pledges
AFA (Alpha Gamma Delta) has
pledged 11 women for fall infor
mal rush 1993.
Top row: Kim Jayroe (Pres.),
BrenaThorton (Member Public
ity), Leslie Hall, Traci Rathbun,
Jennifer Dufrain, Kristin Cannon,
and Beth Wilson (Vice-Pres.).
Bottom Row: Vicki Seeley, Sofia
Poulos, Angela Burkhalter,
Deann Booth, Jennifer Boaen,
and Eileen Sanders.
Photo courtesy of Alpha Gamma Delta
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Get A
Grip
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Dave Swanson's Parachute

Dear Hank,
My wife never talks to me
anymore. Please help. I'm a college
Dave Swanson, writer, lecturer, and through contacts and steering away from
important man was thrown out ofJenkins employment agencies.
student. I can't afford alimony!
He recommended temporary services
Signed, Hall (Someone forgot to mention they
Broke were setting up the stage for Dracula.) and volunteer jobs as a good way to get

Yo Broke,
Sell everything you own and buy
a clue. Either get rid of the remote
control and talk to her or get a
!73y S/ssy ^3oa/r/yA/
second job to pay for the alimony.
Either way, your gonna give up TV
ant/7fan<£"Scoop »
for a while. Basically, it boils down
to this. You can either spend an
C7/n£efn?eye.
en
hour a night talking about woman
stuff, or eight hours a night working
to pay her so you don't have to talk
to her. That's the way it is with
Howdy Sports Fans,
Your old buddy Hank here with women. Either you lose or she wins.
more practical advice for you poor
unfortunates in newspaper land. So Dear Hank,
The other night I went on
without further adieu, let's get to it.
the famous third date with my new
Dear Hank,
I am n ew on campus and would girlfriend and when we got back to
like to meet people. 1 really have no her house we started to really make
preference to what activity I be out on the couch. I wanted to do
come involved in as long as the more, but she said no. But her eyes
said Yes, Yes, Ye s!
participation is fun.
Signed,
What should I do?
Signed,
Lonely
Female
Confused
Yo Lonely Female,
Yo Confused,
Yours is still a somewhat difficult
The best way to stay out of jail
question to answer because I d on't and keep from having to go to the
know what you consider to be fun. doctor to get the shotgun pellets out
However, 1 can make a few sugges of your posterior end is to remember
tions for you t o choose from.
one simple saying:
1.) Run naked through the
NO MEANS NO!!!!!
middle of the campus between
Well, that's all for me for this
classes. You'll get plenty of atten issue, but remember, for the real
tion and meet lots of nice police down to earth answers to your ques
men.
tions, keep them thar letters rolling
2.) Audition for a play. All in to Hank. And if you want noth
three students who see it will tell ing but a worthless bunch of mush,
you what a great job you did.
write to Sissy. I have to save my
3.) Join one of the many clubs watch around here every time she
and/or activity groups on campus. starts writing! See ya next issue.
(Yawn, Ho-Hum)
4.) Find out where all the Dear Sissy,
I have had this terrible problem
guys (or girls?) hang out on the week
lately with mygarters. They seem to
end and go there.
5.) Send a picture of yourself be awfully tight, but according to
to Hank Finkelmeyer care of the my scales, I have not gained any
weight. Do garters shrink?
Inkwell!
If none of the above suggestions Signed Ouch
help, go see Dr. Peter Mellon in Dear Ouch,
Well, goodness gracious. Why
Gamble Hall. He is the original
lonely guy and I am sure he can on earth do you keep garters around
relate. Just sign up for an appoint in the first place. But I guess most
folks have their own ideas on pets.
ment on his door.

and was transported to the Fine Arts
Auditorium only to find out there was no
air conditioning and the lights washed
out his overhead projector which some
one forgot to turn on. Any other person
might have lost his cool, but Swanson
joked that if they couldn't find plant ops,
they could find a good ole boy with a shot
gun to do the job right.
Eventually, the lights were dimmed,
and the air was turned on. Swanson
lectured to a crowd of sixteen which
dwindled down to nine after three and
one half hours of job finding skills.
Swanson said one of the main problems
with job declines was increased technol
ogy. He stated that from 1910-1960,
America's economy went from highly
agricultural to highly industrialized and
mechanized. Fewer people were required
to do jobs that were now taken over by
machines.
Swanson stated that in 1960, one out
of every five jobs was in the automobile
industry. He stated now that the U. S.
exports information instead of goods. He
advised the best way to get a job was

experience. He also suggested that in
stead of sending resumes and visiting
personnel managers, the most effective
way was to study the jargon, educate
yourself as to what the job requires and
then hold and information interview with
a person in the company you wishto join.
He says to present yourself as a n
information hunter instead of say ing "I
need a job." Tell the person you ar e
interviewing that you are thinking of
making a career in this field, and yo u
want to know how they got into this area
and if they can recommend ways that you
could get into this field.
After the interview, he suggests writ
ing a thank you note on fancy stationary
and asking them if they can recommend
someone else in this field for you to con
tact in order to learn even more.
The lecture was highly informative
for all who stuck it out for the entire ht ree
and one-half hours, though everyone
expected a one hour lecture at best. Most
people, however, felt it was worth th e
extra time.

Your garter snakes ain't tight. They
are shedding. But, good lord, from
the sound of your scales, you must be
shedding too. When people shed
skin, it doesn't mean they have
gained weight and have now out
grown their old one. It just means
you need some grease on your skin.
If you will take a bit of bacon grease
and smear it on to your skin, then
your skin will become more stretchy.
Stay away from animals though.
There nose smells much better than
ours.
Sincerely,
Sissy

get the instructions on how to buy
one of them condoms. First off, you
must decide how many square feet
you require to hold all your belong
ings. How many bedrooms do you
need? Whether you prefer top or
bottom. He told me they come in
various colors. That small detail is
easy to remedy to your preference.,
however, especially with the roll on
machines they have now for color
changing. He also suggested that
you contact a good attorney in case
there is a default in the condom or
help with the legalities you may find
along the way. Check out everyone
you look at to buy with a fine tooth
comb, makingsure there are noprob
lems from workmanship. He also
said that you only need to service
your heated system twice a year,
spring and fall. He said that anyone
at his office would be happy to help
you with the step by step procedures
in buying a condom. So, just ca ll
Century 21 and ask for that nice
gentleman what talked to me.
Sissy

Dear Sissy,
Last week I wrote a letter to
Hank asking why condoms don't
some with instructions. He said to
ask you. So?
Signed Tenser by the Minute
Dear Tense,
Hank sure left you in a fix last
week, didn't he? Well, Sissy will
help you out. I called over to the
condom buying place and tried to

'Beverly English
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